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She was standing behind me. Just at my back. Playing with my
hair. Putting her chin on my left shoulder. I could not see her.
Only felt her. Felt her presence like a shadow. But the shadow
was like that of a wave of water imprinting itself another one
beneath it. Or the reflection of a reflection. Like rainbow. Like
corona. There yet not there. A being merged into a non-being.
She was wearing words. Her apparel like whisper. Rustling with
each flap of the wind. Her hair-- thin and glossy, silky and wavy- like narrating sentences. Her eyes that had witnessed huge
affliction and dismay were dimmed like hidden similes: lashes
like brooding metaphors. Her ears that had tossed like paper
boats over a noisy sea-- storm-stricken like a Chandini Chauk
traffic light halt at 9:30 a.m.--- day after day, heard nothing from
me, not even my mum. But still dialogues were there. Gestures
are a language that only silence can read. Her body, her being
fabled out itself like a dying gush from past. I felt the climaxes in
her torso, the denouement down her shaking legs.
Was she searching for me? Hunting for me?? A story in search of
a teller? A Geraldine beyond the text of Christabel. A la belle
dame... who would take me her elfin grot....
I did not look back for I'm not the one, the one, the one...
How can the being written write?
A shadow has no substance. Nothing to impart. A cypher is just
a cypher sans a centre which stands behind. Just at my back.
-Anuraag
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TANG YI
(China)
Sleepless Sleeping Lilies
once at the pond full of sleepless sleeping lilies
i feel the summer vanish.
is the swaying mercury
water or dew
ceaselessly i ask the setting sun,
and then ask the moon

BLANK

a kingfisher alights on the stem of a lithe reed
and the minnows scurry away
the setting sun and
the dragonfly manage to blow the first bud at last
Like hairyfruit musella,
moonlit croaks rush up
•

The Boat of Hope
i won’t say it is a land boat
because, aground for a while, it can, once again,
go on a voyage and can brave winds and
waves carrying a grass finger
ring newly woven to the city i wanna go to
nor will i say it’s a kind of stillness
while the mountains far away bathe in dawning light
with this river of water, and a long pole
i will go see the sea, donning the hue of daybreak
•
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Gazing North at the Border City
the border city not on the border,
the distance in your heart is to blame
the wild geese, always in sight, fly away and come back
opposite the north, i live in the south
like a shooting orchid growing in the shade of a tree
the tide not yet coming, my longing arrives
in the mid-summer in the north,
does the snow still merge with the sea
a friend composing poems on the seashore
should be a crescent on a snowy night,
silver being its metaphor
•

So Silent at This Moment
time is so cool, so silent
so clean and transparent,
the congealed blankness, remoteness and wilderness
it dawns on me that heaven and earth may not age
and me, i don’t feel aging at all
at this moment
time is so calm, so silent
leaving no trace at all,
how much time like this has been neglected
i see a speechless river
the endless hills are very much like boats one after another
•••

EMRE ªAHINLER
(Turkey)
Mehmet's Sadness
The stairs of our house are very narrow, Mehmet!
you know well the song
which night watchmen keep on saying
why are the lame rooms of my heart
so calm and made of glass?...
Our street is very noisy, Mehmet!
you know it well
you were glad as if hearing a kamancha sound in küçük beyoðlu
when the handkerchief girls laughed together
Our city is so terrible, Mehmet!
my father is a deaf and dumb man
and I want the hungover poems to resound
on our raki-scented table...
Mehmet?
do you hear me?
I realized this world is not an amusement park
leave-the-country climates
have always been covered with ashes of time
There is something you do not know, Mehmet!
the subjects who regard me
as an enemy withdrew into their mouseholes
when they saw the bunches of flowers I made from a fishnet...
Do you know, Mehmet?
Allah never stops
by the city of fatherless children...
•
(Translated by Baki Yiðit)
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A Lobster
My languages departs heavily from now on
because the summer has not crossed
over my back instead of the mules heavily burdened
I recognized all while passing through Babylon
my hands did not touch the dead swallows stuck in my tongue
I passed through the solitude of rivers
a live lobster wrapped the whole fever of my youth
when I seduced the city with the brass band sounds
scarlet pains in my forehead
echoes of bombing ready to set the sky on fire..
my ravens have declared their independence
welcome!
this is the republic of skinny states...
•••
(Translated by Baki Yiðit)

BRIAN DOCHERTY
(Scotland)
The Wheel Turns
Some say I am the last High Priest.
I know I am not. Two of my Order
survive, we are still mind-linked.
This we do not share with anyone.
You are young, still concerned
with politics, love, and books.
I was like you once, and may be
like you again, and you like me.
Look out. How far away the world
seems; do you see that figure on
the plain below - hero, farmer, thief?
It’s all the same from up here.
Some see us as weeds in their garden,
say there are no gods, no need for us.
I say they are wrong, the gods will
instruct them, we will outlast them.
Know or not, all will tithe to us.
Even the Prince who swears not.
There are men, and some women,
in our service everywhere, to collect.
Scholars know we are the bridge
between this world & the Divine.
They know when laws are unjust,
when to speak, when to stay silent.
This place does not maintain itself.
We doctor the farmers, they feed us.
Our prayers bind the world together.
First I’ll pray, and then I’ll sleep.
•
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My Manzanita Tree
Is waiting for me in the Sierra Nevada
foothills, up on the San Juan Ridge.
I have never seen it, not even a photograph
or on a postcard, but I know it is there,
waiting patiently for me to show up one day,
probably in April or October, but maybe
August when fires break out spontaneously
and renew the landscape, and if this happens
when I am not there to beat out the flames
with a blanket, or dig a firebreak to save
my own, my very own, tree, I will have to
trust in God, luck or the Buddha nature
that the hill it adorns will be left untouched,
firefighters will not trample or cut it down,
so that I can get to know my manzanita,
and everything else around it, even the other
fire-prone plants like Scotch Broom or conifer,
my horoscope promised me good fortune,
green is the colour of luck, but a Green Card
is too much to expect, a realtor in Nevada City
advertising wilderness plots for self-builders
is waiting for my call, he has a crack team
of Vietnam Vets & recycled hippies on standby
to handcraft the eco-house of my dreams,
he will drive me out there in his 4x4,
stop overlooking the view I have dreamt
of for forty years; “Here we are sir,
who could want to live anywhere else;
now what will you call your house?”
“Manzanita, what else?”

Land’s End
I have come off the beach & up the cliff
to be met by the wrong flag; right colours,
wrong pattern, & a castle embossed on it.
Independent kingdom or privatised?
The sign claims first & last house,
as if any sailor’s last chance saloon,
change their minds or change their hearts
before signing on again, or shouldering
their duffel bag for shore leave,
but that flag should be first signal
that everything ashore is shipshape,
does it say Advance or Retreat?
At least the place is recently whitewashed,
shutters painted a proper shade, roof clean,
and the Snack Bar open for business.
Let that be my first port of call, a brew,
a plate of whatever’s on offer today,
a radio or local paper to clue me in.
The language on the signs is still English,
placenames, a flag of convenience,
locals or owners call it what they please.
Today, the sky is bluer than my skin,
seagulls screech, I have four sorts of money,
cards, a phone, someone to meet soon,
and the strange flag is not my problem.
I am Krishna, Destroyer of Worlds,
the next, or last, chapter of this one begins.

•
•••
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MIRADIJE RAMIQI
(Kosovo)
On the Crossroad
Now I don’t know
yet have I descended within myself

I’m Undressing the Nightgown
From where in this white room
Barricades made of cats’ nails
At the Studio starts to drip the sadness

Or I have gone out of it

The blood my first neighbor woke me again
From the winter sleep of tanned skin
To continue my travel through landscape

With one more tear
I have taken this road
To get there once
Without getting old from waiting

Which was stopped here many centuries ago
Unfinished drawing in black canvas
To undress the nightgown

On the crossroad
From where I ’m being chased thro ugh wrinkles
That the longing steadily increases them

The silence to turn into a candle I wonder
To go out of the wall that walls me.
•

New I don’t know
Have I gone out myself
Or I’m closed in it
•

The first Event
Burning In Flames
A map of my blood
Compiled with pains
Wrinkled face through the Time
Your portrait (dis) appeared in centuries
Freedom My pure craving
Burnt color in painting
While melting in flames
My soul in eternity
In expectation
With a broken whispering.
•••
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NEIL CREIGHTON
(Australia)

TAMMY NUZZO-MORGAN
(USA)

Temple

Prose In Abstract

The nave is fields of flowers,
the aisles are snow and forest trees,
the transept is rippling wind on grass,
the altar rivers, tides and seas,
the stairwells are mighty mountains
leading to the attic sky
and music effortlessly resounds
from wave, bird, storm and soft wind's sigh.
The floating dome is decorated
with endlessly changing hue
of billowing white, scudding grey,
or deep ethereal blue,
and fleetingly in east then west
comes a stained-glass blaze of light,
after which the dome transforms
into star-studded velvet night.

Be my cowbell shaking blue, green raining love wet.
Be my coffee mug filled with shining smell.
Take hold the buzzing words dripping from my ear.
Finger touch my explaining smile,
mow yesterday into today.
Stay with me my tree fort love.
Wash piglets of sadness clean,
making room for oranging leaves and burning dirt.
Wrap us in spider webs of dew;
let the sun bear witness to our joining.
Hold out your river hand allowing silver fish entry.
I will sway daylong singing the Hail Mary of love songs
with my seaweed lungs.

•••
•
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Eternal War
See the ivy, how she creeps,
feelers finding root, spreading her life out?
Under snow she somehow stays vividly green,
somehow endues.
Her only desire; to grow, and he,
each spring, attacks with his snipers,
dominating where and how she will exist.
Sweat rolls down his back, his arms.
She stoic; stays silent while he slices.
Her aroma lingers,
his rake clears her effort away, revealing earth.
Prongs dig into her, into last autumn’s leaves,
tidbits of trash. He surveys his work,
smiles at the results. She knows this dance,
will try again when he isn’t watching.
•

This Is Not Your Poem
It doesn’t have a damn thing to do with you.
So do not be concerned with what is written in it.
It isn’t about you at all,
doesn’t hold a fragment of you in it.

The Blues Has 365 Hands
(for Michael)
The blues has 365 hands and
points gnarled fingers straight at me,
wags that I walk instead of run,
drums out the days I waste.
The blues has 365 hands and
clenches, taking aim at my belly,
pounds the table, demanding me to answer,
waves me off when I do.
The blues has 365 hands and
slaps me out of my coma,
flips their tall boys up in contempt,
signs, “How dare you?”
The blues has 365 hands and
claws nails along my face,
taps the keys of my phone, searching,
are stained with the wash of regret.
The blues has 365 hands and
counts out the 6,572 days you have been gone,
strokes my bowed head,
folds themselves in prayer.
•••

This is not your poem.
It never was or will be.
It doesn’t care one thing about you.
As a matter of fact I think I heard it chuckle
that you thought it was your poem.
It contains not one molecule of you or what you are about.
It is totally unrelated to you and the world you live in.
I overheard the other poems whispering about how
this is not your poem.

22
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FURAHA YOUNGBLOOD
(USA)

FRANK JOUSSEN
(Germany)

Treading Hope

(A Very Brief History of ) Boat Peoples

Another boat capsized today in the Mediterranean,
Throwing desperate non-swimmers into
Turbulent waters within sight, but not
Within reach of the Promised Land, Italy
For those who knew how to tread water,
Italian sailors hooked them with gaffing poles,
Hauling them on to the deck, like spent fish.

no, Ahmed, you are not the first
you won´t be the last to get off a boat
and ask for help
•
came a boat with Jews on board
some shouted, you are too many,
you´re not welcome in America

Millennial refugees, dispossessed by
Proxy warfare waged with drones not
Programmed to spare the old, women, children,
Believe the illusion that Europe is a safe haven.
“You will be welcome.
You will be given housing and jobs.
“Trust us.”

came a boat from Vietnam
to Australia and other shores
some shouted ...

Heirlooms, anything of value is sold to
Buy a one-way space in a wooden casket
Disguised as a seaworthy vessel.
Heart-breaking leave-taking—“Goodbye,”
“Ma’ a salama,” “Adios,” “Au revoir”—echoes
Across centuries of upheaval.

comes your boat with Syrians
with Muslims, Christians, some Atheists for sure a cacophony of worrywarts, Nationalists and Fascists
is drowning out your cries for help,
you are too many, you aren´t welcome in our Europe

Bitter irony to seek asylum in European nations!
Liverpool, Nantes, Amsterdam, Seville from where
Seventeenth and Eighteenth-century pirates posing
As merchants, set sail to plunder and pillage
Africa’s treasures—human, as well as material.
Their ships never capsized.
Their insurers reaped a king’s ransom as each
Captive was prodded down the gangplank, into
Slavery’s hellfire, as someone’s property.
There are no insurers to profit from the safe arrival of
Today’s passengers in uninsured boats.
The traffickers to whom they paid their money
Disappeared immediately afterwards,
So, It does not matter if they die below decks
Smothered by lack of air, or in the
Sea’s watery and airless embrace.
To survive on European soil, they must learn to tread
on the empty promises of politicians.
•••
24
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comes a boat from Myanmar
dear to my heart as all the others
but hardly heard of in the West

our Europe, mythical Europe
once as strong as the bull who carried her
now pathetic like the sacred cow
desperately clinging to the gold
that will not last
for idols never do
only God and human beings
•
no, Ahmed, they won´t smash
these windows again
we outnumber the Neo-Nazis one to ten
you stay put
until their demonstration
and our protest march are over
of course you are right saying
many boats have reached
safe havens just like yours
see you then
today my place is out
there in the streets.
•••
© Frank Joussen
Prosopisia
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LULZIM TAFA
(Kosovo)
Ancient City
A slight breeze blows icy
The ancient city the wind shakes his eyelids.
I am no fool to want you
Ancient city of first love.
With hands roads to measure
Ancient city without stone castle
That works like the clock.
•

In Our Absence
We are not anymore
One of us died
The other was killed by the army
Some in exile
We grieved so much
After a day.
The girlfriends of our class
Some wait for the black trains
Some have become women of exiled men
And went with lamentations.
Only one stopped
At the class door has shortened the hair
Giving signs that we
Will forget each other.
•

Hermetic
I'll close you
It will hurt to open you up
Not even you know where you are
Not even the sea will not be seen
Not even the dust
Will no longer
Do
Zap...
•
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JETON KELMENDI
(Belgium – Albania)
The Eyes Of The Night Are Lightening
Today
Queen
My hand is not arriving in you
Neither the eyes do not arrive
Neither closer to your city

What Do You Want From the Anti Dream
There was a very enigmatic trip
It was taking everything with her
The departure and arrival
Taking with her the welcome and non welcome
And you
With many lyrics were dreaming
For love

You have something inside me
Or I have been embraced by the bad hour
The eyes of the night are lightening
They turn into white the sky of thought
Right above you
There is no arrival
In the kingdom of fruitless
Night

Every direction had a road
You who did not ruin the desire of the dream
What do you want from the anti dream
Where yesterday turned into the day before yesterday
Tomorrow turns into today
You took everything of mine with yourself
And threw it away from me
Away from you
The emptiness of which

The shade of extended hands does not belong to you
Which are today’s evening without a queen.

I have always been scared
So that it does not get too late
Brussels, 15 November 2007.

•
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The Times Didn’t Have Time
Girl you know the legend
How many crossroads are in the Pharaoh's night
In the stone of Prevesa and the red apple
Are relaxing the heavy seasons
A trip for another November
Everything comes with you
I am growing for two square feet of soil
Every day we are crossing the seasons
How many times I wanted to love you
Times did not have time
The long roads and the nights without a moon
Crossed in silence the ages
Your song is coming to me
Like the months of November in late Falls
This is not the time
It is such a warm summer
Dukaiva, July, 2004

Trust Turned Into A Word Stone
(To: Besnik Lajçi)
Placed his hand
In the hand full of thoughts
Sang traditional songs with Oso Kuka
Was called by the precipices of Hajla
-And broken AprilFalling from the stone of the border
At the forest Besnik was thinking
Trust turned into a word stone
Relaxed and departed to the other world
Later swallowed the air of Rugova
The Sun light and the tongue’s word
Laid his head in red pillow
He fell only to relax
•••

•
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NEAL WHITMAN
(USA)
Assignation: Cherita* in Five Parts
i.
still morning, still pond

iv.
poems blue-penciled into oblivion
my overnight bag
stuffed with many refusals

flat stones
skip the surface

my editor’s rebukes
it’s me is now the norm
but still it is she

I cast my net
north
of the future

v.
she tells me hush

ii.
future is not my forté

her fingers
cover my mouth

still has two els
each is upright
still I am resolved
to remain constant
without conditions I listen

footsteps
on the staircase
who will make the first move … keep still
•
* Cherita (pronounced CHAIR-rita), Malay for story or tale, consists
of a one-line stanza, followed by a two-line stanza, and then finishing
with a three-line stanza. I chose to link five cherita connecting the last
word of one with the first word of the next.

iii.
listen for its whistle
yes, dear …
I will come to you by train
no turbulence
time to gaze, reflect
and, yes, to write love poems

32
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The Porter Invents the Knock, Knock Joke
and
Kills the Audience
(in remembrance of 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death)
Knock, Knock.
Who’s there?
Ferris.
Ferris who?
Ferris foul, and foul is fair,
Hover through the fog and filthy air.
Shut in. Shut out.
Shut up. Shut down.
Dead as Duncan.
Dead as a door nail.
Make the door. Make it fast.
No trespassing. No soliciting.
Don't let the lies out.
Truth is a deadbolt.
I live in a place no one knows.

How Are You Doing?
All of humanity's problems stem from man's inability
to sit quietly in a room alone. - Blaise Pascal

Seeing a photograph of Guernica
a Gestapo officer asked Picasso,
"Did you do that?"
The Spaniard answered, "No, you did."
When did human beings
become human doings?
Oh, doing would okay if it meant
doing unto others as you want to be done unto.
Even the negative would be okay, eh?
Do not to others what is hateful to you.
But, here's the rub.
We also are human wantings.
I want what you have.
From A to Z. Armenia to Zanzibar.
We want. We want. We want.
Instead, pick up that baby and hold it.
•••

Knock, Knock.
Who’s there?
Leon.
Leon who?
Leon MacDuff
And damned be him that first cries
“Hold, enough!"
In this house perfect silence.
You want to catch a mouse?
You got to think like a mouse.
At midnight
scratchings in the wall.
In the morning I check the trap.
No mouse.
No cheese.
•
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TERJE DRAGSETH
(Norway)
I Am Writing The Language
1.
With the finely tuned bones of my hand
I write in the candle’s flickering light
Language I write
I write about going to the dogs
and the greatness in small things
2.
I write language
calculations predicting eclipses
the ebb and flow of the tide and the crab on the strand
x the unknown mathematical factor I write
the abstractions of numerals
the sum of what is to come
I write
3.
The visible I write
the eye’s magnetic field I write
the embryo’s eye distinguishing shades of light
in its waters’
semen grey
I write
light in the night of the soul
4.
I write the language of the neck
the down in the nape of the neck
the kiss in the hollow of the neck
the soft bone in the back of the neck
is at last to be named: Thoracie
5.
I write language for the stars
a language Khlebnikov the non-king of time
has described with poetic precision
the stars’ language of vowels only, I write
36
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a numerical language I write
fifteen hundred dimensions in time
I write dizzily
6.
I write language
knife plough artefacts do I write
the animism in folklore
the spirit in the stone and the frightful water sprite
and the language of religions for the gods and the light of Fate
in everything
do I write
and the power in the seemingly insignificant
the seemingly
I write
7.
I write the language of the lungs’ fibre
the heart’s tissue the windpipe’s cilium
the leg muscles’ dialogue with the heart
I write ribs and skeleton’s framework
I write the language of the organs when hungry or full
I write the hunchback ballerina
8.
I write
Buddha
is not to be written
Buddha’s language
is not to be written
I write with both hands:
everything’s on fire
I write:
the sound of one hand clapping
I write the consequences of a deed in eight languages
I write
the wheel of life I write
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9.
I write the language of today
an ember in ashes
I write
glowingly I write
for tomorrow’s flame
I write a fire

GAYL TELLER
(USA)
Along Highway One
(For Mike)

10.
I write the language of neighbourliness and friendship
I write
how people connect through language
I write
without seeing the connection between then and now
I write the language where nothing is decided beforehand
I write
the link between colonies of bacteria and the rings of Jupiter
I write yes no
I write the unpredictable language of partings and transitions
of conditions that beggar all belief
•••

(translation Annabelle Despard from «Jeg skriver språket)
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Celebrating fifty years of marriage
is like standing in a poem
in the stillness of the snowy egret,
poised on its own reflection,
in the pool of mirrors we saw
as we journeyed on the switchback trail
from LA to Monterey,
then on to the San Francisco Bay.
Others have tripped closer to the edge—
We took the inside track, the surer grip.
Our legs wrapped around each other,
a knowing familiarity, naked security.
Each day in walking away
to our various businesses,
we’ve carried each other’s fingerprints,
all over our bodies, a visceral blanket by now
given in the spirit of triage
like mental health workers.
You need it rounding these white-knuckle
bends on life’s scary mountainsides, climbing years
higher into the northern sky,
the horizon growing wider, vaster,
farther away, until this view—
our life on a postcard,
or looking out from a window in a plane.
Landscape at such height knits,
like fifty years together out on an overlook—
with even the waves crashing against
our ancient massive idiosyncrasies
jutting out like glacial boulders when we were young—
Now one panorama. Such loveliness in serenity.
So much safer because we share the driving
along the hairpin turns, the curve-hugging,
jaw-dropping miles, with each of our years
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seeking to be made welcome in some all-inclusive,
ecumenical congregation called marriage,
some say an endangered species,
while all too often our years have been
more like these many massive elephant seals
tossing sand on their torsos,
splayed out and heaving on time’s vast beach,
barking and sparring for place:
How to make welcome and include
the time I came home from the hospital
with our baby with the time you came home
from the hospital with a catheter with the time
we left together for the marriage counsellor with
the times we left our parents in the hospitals.
And then everywhichway we turn our heads,
something so beautiful, so unphotogenic
as these playful otters as entangled in kelp
as our lifetime friends entangled in our years,
as this giant artichoke flower rising
purple as our passion in a secret garden
where we giggle and renew our vows,
and already I am longing for you—
fifty years is not enough.
•

To My Friend Eileen
I’m sorry Eileen,
wherever you are, here
you were, always it seemed
in my after-school playroom,
my next-door girlfriend,
heads taller, feet wider, years younger,
snagged, gagged, giggling
in our many melodramatic thickets,
me mostly spellcaster,
you mostly spellbound.
I’m sorry Eileen,
wherever you are, here
you are again, doorbell,
“Oh, it’s only you.”
“That’s no way to greet someone,”
40
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my dad admonished,
and I set the terms, two sheets,
a thin pencil for you,
the fat black crayon for me,
the first to fill a page would win,
“on your mark,” I was set
to congratulate myself,
but facts refract time’s different hues,
like seeing sunset reds later.
I’m sorry Eileen,
wherever you are, hear
your mother Tillie yelling,
“Look what you did to her!”
your nose bleeding onto my page
for filching my formidable crayon,
your uncrying silence dripping red
tracks through our hallway,
history unrecorded to your door.
Wherever you are, “Oh,
it’s only you,” hear Tillie
yelling at our elation’s oversudsing
whole families of cloth dolls
in the sink, spritzing ourselves silly,
hear ourselves yelling up
to your courtyard window,
“Tillie, throw down a ball,... a fan,…
ice-cream money, tissues for Eileen’s nose.”
“Oh, it’s only you.”
I’m sorry Eileen, hear
Tillie yelling, “Wherever is she?
Why did you leave her waiting
to walk home with you from school?”
“When is Eileen coming home?”
I missed you every summer in the country,
bored on the stoop, I waited…,
“Oh, it’s only you” after you returned.
I’m sorry Eileen,
wherever you are, here I am
witness to my own misgivings, ungivings,
but also to our blazing joys,
our sordid scrapes with knees, parents, witches,
in our thickets, long overgrown,
our ice-cream cone passing like a kiss.
•••
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JÜRI TALVET
(Estonia)
Sheep
How beautiful this flock of sheep at
the border between Rõngu and Elva* – tiny
uniform cotton-clouds against a slightly duller
pale-yellow August afternoon sky. Men
born from women kill children, kill
themselves, sheep, always somewhere
war goes on, bombs and sheep, sheep
and bombs mixed. Already in the year
176 Celsus, brandishing The True Word,
hurried to slaughter the black lamb of the Jews.
(Translated from the Estonian by the author and H. L. Hix)
Note (*) – Rõngu and Elva are small populated places in
Southern Estonia.

To Nicaragua
At 900 km per hour
we flee a land where the tyrant’s footsteps
burn like fire in a crater.
Momotombo, Momotombo.
To be there is like walking up a mountain
whose bowels melt.
Life pushes inward:
insatiable thirst of two worldwaters,
the scowling brow of twenty volcanoes.
(To say nothing of an alien stomach, back:
a world of greed and disdain.)
They themselves, nobles, do not live inwardly.
They die listening to the marimba's song,
water quavering in the fragrant selva.
They trusted too much to fear
the Eastern hordes' steel; when they felt it,
they could not feign mildness.
Oh unhappy race! Happy
to be always in the gaze of God!

•
(Over the Atlantic Ocean, 1 February 1988)
(Translated from the Estonian by the author and H. L. Hix)
•••
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JOHN CHARLES RYAN
(Australia)

BIBHU PADHI
(India)

Thoughts On Scribbling In Forests

Summer, Dhenkanal

typewriters became the rage
but some pined for the pen—
the synapse closed between
finger and page, they claimed

Summer: You are just about here
somewhere, yet wouldn’t come.

what strange brain electricity
puts letters to prosciutto cuts
of tree, through arabesque of hand,
carpal dance and other sophistry

It always seems as if my voice
is too low for the seasons,
their arrivals, departures.

when digits went digital, fear
for those who shouldered Underwoods
or Remingtons like Titan Atlas
with his boulder, but now I’m older
and to Twitter is like learning Latin,
or is tweet the verb, twit the noun?
I swear I’ll commit to poeticising
underground, or versifying sound
shucking off such implements
to croon the words again
in all their sylvan nakedness.
•••

How do I call you in?

They will not come,
will not go.
Summer: I shall not
call you now, when
the erratic February
rains are here.
May you come following
your very own wishes.
Your body, your breath.
I can almost
see you now.
•
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My Earthly Lover
(… every love is a screen from sadness. - Salvatore Quasimodo)

Girl of the sea: I don’t understand
why you should waste your body
like common men and women.
Stay where you were
thirty-three years ago, you were
inside the dark, well-guarded
fort, your mother’s womb,
its warm, night-security.
Why don’t you go from place to place,
such as children do on the valley?
Meetings can be terrible,
and our meeting a long time ago
has quietly drawn away
whatever little blood I had.

Waiting Through The Night
Now, almost morning. It is difficult
to know how to steer through
the day’s long cleverness.
A vague pain from last night
is everywhere even now-over the earth, the sky, this body.
Even last evening’s whiskey
with friends, was too weak
to bring in sleep.
I asked my woman of Puri-on-Sea
to sit with me through the night,
listen to my invented tales.
Our intelligent, teenage son
will not listen to my
request for company.
•••

And now, at this early morning minute,
your childhood sadness disables me.
the return trip begins.
•
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ZIBA KARBASSI
(Iran)
Love’s Lemony, As Lemon Is
If you take away this pink veil from my face
love is the lemon colour that lemon-limps its
way to the tangerine sun
Eyelashes and neck
Eyelashes cockeyed and neck skew-whiffed
Crooked into your shoulder-nooks
That seem like children’s doodle-drawn homes
My head is craned down to your cranny bone
We are stood two crazed souls in each other
Stood neck to neck
Shoulder to shudder
Eyelashes and neck just there
Craned round again in the whorl of hot bone
And your eyes that kissing-kissed wet my lips
And your eyes that wet the kisses of my other lip
Your eye that plunges its furrow until we can’t see
Fused in the voice and rapture of it
Come, come if you take the pink slowly from here
Love is lemony, as lemon is, and limps lemon-bitter
then leaps to the tangerine womb
•

To Hell With It
The end of no ending
And from the inmost ache of the brain of a young inventor
a stone jerks free
And the earth breaks up
in tiny pieces
tiny tiny pieces
as a voice shattering in its semiotic stricture
must in the mouth of language –
become a poem!
And the shoulders of earth tighten in trauma
And the tree-monkeys hopscotch from this
to that side of the dream
flying
The knees of the earth splinter
The shoulders are cracked apart
The ss-ss-sso of sob is snapped off from sobbing,
and where are the shudders ?
The voice of hh-hhha’s hurled apart from laughter,
and where are the shivers ?
And wingless flightless birds are flocked between the cracks
and the voices of weeping.
To hell with it !
Let the sky spit its stars on your face
To hell with it !
Let the sun turn its heat from you
To hell with it !
And the mountains vomit intestines over you
To hell with it !
To hell with it you bird hurled in the snow for hiding
To hell with it !
Leave this earth, this ripped-open woman, leave her,
you-mother-fucker :
you-oedipus-of-nofuture
If I were a hug
If I were a hu-hug,
If I were a hug I would hold this wrapt
so tightly O
Until all of it healed over …. If I
were a hug …
•
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In The Justice Of The Liver & Guts
this is poetry ground
from the seven cranes of Herakles
gantries are hanging/suspended
roofs toppled off backwards
from seven corners of the homeland
we are the people shoulder to shoulder aaah !
with our forearms ferrying our fists to the sky
with the demolished house beneath our marching feet
there is the smell of fennel & tikhum
any state worker & leased people
of all fabrics & any gender
made from construction plant industries
made by hand in factories under our clenched jaws
it tastes of liver’s blood
in the justice of justice there to be taken
in the justice of words that from temple to toe are human
in the justice of seven that seven times beats in the chest of
the bullet & the heart fails
in the justice of the sun when in its absence
the town’s little lights are jezebel whores
in the justice of bread that without water
can’t get down the throat
in the justice of a name that in my
throat has continuously repented
becoming my mother
in the justice of razors familiar with wrist blood
in the justice of darkness that devoid of breath lovers are wasted
in the justice of salt that sucked out Urmia’s lake
in one gulp so/&
the Urmia of Zartosht salt-retains all turbans
in the justice of liver’s blood & guts
if if if I were to open my mouth
like Golestan forests you’d be on fire
I will bite into your raw liver so hard
that the walls of Evin & Qezel Hesar will become crow-flight
in the dreams of torturers wild pigs & hogs careen backwards
& revolution revolution will gush from your seven corners
& your seven ancestors & orifices will become a gobbling table
& the largest bone of my poem will stick in your throat
so pieces of this blood land, body land, poetry land
will red-riding-hood-it out from your eyeballs & your larynx.

KONSTANTIA GERONTA
(Greece)
When Shall We Meet Again?
‘’When shall we (…) meet again?
Én thunder, lightning or in rain?’’
It‘s raining and you are looking at the window, happy
It‘s flashing and your face is illuminating
There is lightning and you are laughing
with a gurgling laugh that resounds in the room
When shall we meet again?
When we pass storms and droughts
When our bones cry out for the sun and the sea
When we march in through floes and fires in the night
When I become I and you become you
On the azure path of the scarlet sun
Which will set over the depths
Attending trails of light of the grey wind
Whispering songs from springs, rivers and forests
Raucous cries of thunders
that winnow flags on the walls of the horizon
•••

•••
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MICHAEL STONE
(Israel)
Perception needed
My I is more complex,
than I think.
Many-layered, sneaky,
seeking in one path,
an outlet for other needs.
So writing ....

Spring Feelings
Feathery brush of lissom wings,
Butterflies’ light flutter.
Ephemeral green zinging fly,
Ants silent on bucket brigade,
A lizard quickly flashes by.
Sun’s rays heat stones all through,
His disk, his shining crown.
The moon, a sharp appliqué
upon dark cardboard sky

Why is it hard to evoke words,
deliberately to not-think?
Why do I not see,
so often not see,
myriad things the world sets before me,
a lavish and preparéd board?

Night-touched air cool on skin,
And the green juices rise.
•••

Do I need a boot in the arse to open my eyes?
Perception needed, needed, needed
•
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SUDESH MISHRA
(Fiji)

NICK TSALDARIS
(Greece)

A Hinge

Small Secrets

Why give it wings?
It’s neither moth nor bird.
The ridge on its back’s no backbone.
It glows with a golden sheen reminiscent
of neither sun nor moon.
Touch it and it catches an instant cold
due to a chemistry solely its own.
When it flies off the jamb,
does it blame the door for dragging its feet?
Does it say to the gate,
‘Shame on you for not standing up
to the gust’?

‘Ageing is not a small blame to hold’,
she said, opening her small treasure –
a vibrant orange wooden square box
with her hand writing ‘Only for my Pleasure’;
The house is grim whenever I
visit and she looks salt column still:
It proved not easy for her serpentinelike nature to shed this new guilt.
As a boy I wondered stubbornly,
about the hidden box’s secret content;
She opened the box lid begrudgingly
then softly touched what was in there folded;
And seemed a mother so young this time,
childhood image full of orange smiles.
•••

To the window,
‘So you had me framed’?
It has never accused the shackle of moral bankruptcy
or scorned the inch-screw for spitting the dummy.
For too long it has swung on the howl of itself.
It will never own up,
but it wants to spend its last day
pledging fealty to rust.
•••
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DAVID ALEXANDER
(USA)
Like She Really Had To Do This
rolling around like balls of spit launched into the air
eyeball rape war black light eating its own waste
machines faster than thought foaming at the inguinal exit
the poles hanging down their tube with nostrils wide
sightseeing eye dog
i hate my left nostril
sun breath that mold man ate my mold
another class trip hit the crowded train
watching them cram into the open doors
sick looks on faces bodies hunched
many seats considering the hour
but you died there you shriveled / up
no urge no aching nothing anymore
give it one more shot not enough space for a skateboard
i was a circus i didn't belong
circling around like a stoned beetle
did a lemming shimmy she whipped out a camera
and took my picture fortunately i got off
turning on a hook thru the stomach
turns on a dangling thread of spittle/spit
premium macaroni on a node of dangling time teeth into me
nobody listens
same scenery
you sit on the train staring out the window
trying to figure out my end of the battle of wits
you believe that? i walked out on my way
to nothing was a block from where i was
shards of plastic leave a trail / on the asphalt
blowing the horn screaming out the window /
for help the guy's head bumps the window
he turns around and stares into the barrel of a .38
he can see the bullet in the chamber glazed out
a huge rabbit with thirty foot
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ears the poisons rubbed with wire
a scouring pad wrestled from an angel's tongue
like coming into the city /by bus/on a bus
eating the sky
came loose in the mandrill's mouth
the god stinger working the tin ears in the
with the thing that made her removed
the white firm poison / spout by a true master
weighing several million tons at birth
wired for sound bristling with piranha teeth
in a jar the thing grows strong enough
conceived on another planet
the snake giving directions
coffin mommies fry scouring pads
first thing that comes into the mind
i woke up suddenly i/it was snowing being eaten away
falling bodies /flakes change direction as they come down
dead rat lies belly up/lying in a / snowdrift eyes open
i stoop and make snowballs
the grown piece that smoked in the skull
he took her by the eyes the burnt part of her
the yes between the browns
the world going crazier by the second
when the bandages come off there's nobody
a guitar that's attached to you
it's a carrot that chews on you
but the news must be kept secret
shit subjected to intense radiation blossoms
into buds of edible matter
wore a woolen stocking cap and a pair of mittens
then five minutes later the lights coming over the incline
like cheap nickel wine leaking from a broken bottle
face like a bruise
if i want you dead all i have to do is think about it
get naked and run
putting on the chauffeur’s uniform and driving her
a fire that burned yet was cold
fire kept creeping up her arm burning yet icy cold
Prosopisia
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at the same time then iced up and
became a rock in the chest
once she had a reaction
most of the time it would be hard to breathe
dribbled from the plastic bag attached to the pole
nurses came and measured it / making notations on a chart
the wind cut through the walls but your arm had to remain out,
uncovered looking into her body with machines
and probing every twist of her intestines
too weak to drink anything but ice chips from an aluminum tray
had her on dextrose IVs for the first four days / after surgery
were going to administer a battery of tests
for the GIs they had to clean out her guts using enemas
they gave her enemas before and after
to free her guts from foreign matter
that might confuse the readings
pumping her full of barium solution
through the anus to mark her colon
afterward she'd feel the liquid sinking into her stomach
/bloating it with bile
afterward she'd puke all over the place
the nurses scrupulously noted everything, color, shape,
consistency, smell, amount vomited/ejected/evacuated
dripping into the veins through plastic tubes
an oxygen tube under the nose
kidneys went berserk trying to clean out the water
couldn't piss without a catheter
had to walk wheeling the pole along
afraid of getting tangled in the tubing
with nobody to come and help
keeping it on day and night / staring
listlessly into the tube
floating a little above her body,
looking down at the wasted form sprawled in a bed,
connected by tubes through
draining bags of burning solutions
they'd cut a tumor the size of a robin's
egg out of her uterus
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tested negative in the lab
the tumor had grown in her ovary
until it had twisted it out of shape and finally burst it
masses adhered to the wall in lumps
had to sever thick bands of muscle
and branches of nerves to go into her
experience a loss of sensation in abdomen and thighs
result of nerve damage
these were sutures which would dissolve completely in six
months or sooner
the uterine spasms of birth twisted the corkscrew into her
organs causing internal complications
she died on the operating table
they'd dismantled her left ovary and
sewn it back together again
•••
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MARIO PETRUCCI
(England)
Hafez 156
(born 14th C, Shiraz, Iran)

In the shadow of night, a breeze journeys to whisper you to me.
I yield this heart, too, to go as that wind – whatever must be, Be.
I’ve endured to such a degree,
I can confide in all that life provides.
At dusk, I sigh with lightning; dawn,
I exclaim in wind’s wide mouth.
Naked as a fresh-born brute my heart slept,
curled in your den of hair.
It could never say into the shrouded ear:
Will you remember I’m here?
But I understood today
the substance in the teachings of Perfect Ones.
Love: may their inmost blood
be overflooded by the good they’ve done.
Your memory arises in me –
melts to slow-blood the heart within me –
when I see meadow-breeze tease
loose the green turban of a rosebud.
Beloved: when wind in profuse coronation
yellows narcissus in spring,
it is – to this heart – hollowly reminiscent of
even your cap’s regal rim.
Through finger and thumb, enfeebled,
I lost my grip on life’s slim cord
until, into my still cell,
as a wild scent, sunrise slipped you: a single curl.

Hafez 160
It is Your sun that makes each lovely reflection –
and Your face that animates beauty itself, loveliest One.
Caught up in the wind, that hair is God’s falcon: the Gracewing
of long pinion, a shadow sheltering the chicks of earthbound
kings.
Those who choose not to reach for Your tresses – those thick
tassels
of tresses – sooner than later shall, themselves, unravel and
entangle.
And if the heart’s blood cannot rise to Your cheek, it must
forever
fester with the reek of liver.
Ah, Love: when Your eyes launch
their glance, this scarry heart is the willing shield in its arc –
and when Your ruby mouth, encrusted in sugar, kisses
our savoury dust, soul runs like honey – like this.
Instant upon instant, I am Your loving candle
that, hour by hour, Your kind sun rekindles.
My soul, with Your rays: aflame! May
all, in desire, be fuel for This blaze.
•••

I trace my true birth to that night we were one.
Youth passed, company
passes – here on earth,
all that is not of you dims, or dies, with memory.
Rememberer: the mild heart bears in on its desire –
leaves on a breeze.
Yes – the reward for right nature is to enter a leaf,
depart as the breeze.
•
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CHANNAH MOSHE
(Israel)
The Other Woman
"You must have been really bad in your previous incarnation," teased Rony as I
approached the cooler at work, "to have Abe as your boss."
"He's a good person," I responded, as the cold water gushed into my empty
bottle.
Rony looked at me quizzically, unsure as to whether I was kidding or nuts.
"I'm serious," I said, as I let go the push button on the cooler.
He raised his eyebrows mockingly above his glasses, inhaled, and waved
speechless as he walked down the hallway.
In the elevator, in the hallways, my co-workers pitied me for working under
Abe. But I had come to know Abe as a genuinely caring individual cloistered in
a tie and plaid blazer who, even when he wore jeans on those rare days when
there were no meetings, had ironed a straight line into them from waist to toe.
They almost didn't look like jeans.
"Nice jeans," I had ventured one day, after we'd worked together for 10
years.
"Beware of sexual harassment," he warned, "it works both ways."
He often went abroad, leaving me to run the show with a meticulous list of
whom he would be meeting, where, at what time and for how long. He even
had a slot for his mother and interestingly enough another slot for a Mrs. G
with no title and no time slot – just a phone number in case there was
something I couldn't handle in the office. His straight-backed tall and austere
appearance hid elements I began to discover when I was on maternity leave,
and he asked if he could visit because he'd rather I look over the contract
before it was sent out. After sipping the strong Turkish coffee I knew he liked
and showing him my comments to the contract, he stood up and began to
stride towards the door. Then with a gesture no one in the office knew he
could perform, he motioned to my daughter's room and whispered,
"She's here?"
"She's sleeping,"
"May I?"
"Sure."
He tiptoed in, and crooned over her blissful sleeping face, all 1.9 meters of
him with his tie and plaid jacket, a tender smile breaking the icy expression his
unrevealing blue eyes usually evoked. And in two big strides, he was out the
front door.
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It was the umpteenth time he was giving me a list of where, when and yet
again there was Mrs. G on the list. I had witnessed numerous times how
endearingly he talked to his wife over the phone and at times, after I asked
about a moment of absent mindedness on his side, he had shared with me his
concerns about his adolescent twin daughters, yet when he mentioned Mrs.
G's phone number, there was more emotion in his voice than when he
mentioned his mother.
"Why do I sense you have more feelings for this other woman than for your
mother?" I was as startled by my question as he was. I hadn't rehearsed it or
even considered asking him. His eyes opened wide behind his grey rectangular
spectacles. He got up, walked over to the door. For a second, I thought he was
going to throw me out, but he closed the door and strode back to his chair, sat
down, crossed his legs and arms stiffly, wheeled his chair as far away from his
immaculate desk and me as possible and cleared his throat.
"Just after I was born," he began, "my parents received a deportation notice
for the following day. They pleaded with the doctor and paid for a medical
report that stated unequivocally that the birth had been such a horrendous
experience that my mother must remain hospitalized for 2 weeks with my
father at her side. During those 2 weeks my father scoured the Polish
countryside for a gentile family to take me on until the War ended. When the
War ended, I was 3, living with that family, and then my real mother came,
and took me."
"And your father?"
"Didn't make it."
"You kept in touch with her all these years?" I asked, avoiding the
vulnerable grey hue that clouded his blue eyes and concentrating instead on
the white streaks in his auburn trim haircut.
"Yes," he said, as though that was the most obvious thing in the world.
A long silence ensued, not between us, but connecting us and I wondered
how a 3 year old might feel when the mother he had come to know had to be
deserted for the real mother he had never known. Except that he had never
deserted her.
There was a knock on the door.
"Yes," he replied tersely, the boss once again.
The secretary opened the door: "The Kurts for the 5 O'clock meeting have
just arrived."
He stood up rigidly and motioned for me to show the way to the meeting
room.
•••
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CRAIG CZURY
(USA)
Ancient Texts
On the way to a performance I passed a woman on a bike
she had my face and I was stunned by her smile
•
I’m sitting at the kitchen table she’s sitting at her kitchen table the neighbor’s
red maple going bare I don’t know where the birds will go somewhere sorry for
who knows doesn’t help the leaves are almost and facing me is the memorial
park with a tent set up for a funeral I’m just now wrapping the details whatever
theological notion of being image and breath but we never got it this lush with
death in its midst teasing us toward a cure of sorts so untidy and inexact levels I
can’t put even into words strange but always as if there’s a kind of knowing a
kind of living in your consciousness at insane hours in a secret place I have
mixed feelings coming from Lorca says laughter amid a rosary of deaths
•
Mask of happiness mask of courage each day I construct reconstruct
interchangeable mask of attentiveness mask of hope momentary fast to the
face mask of authority mask of empathy each entrance each exit mask of
ambition mask of concern each window mirror of righteousness mirror of
humor alongside my bed I unmask for sleep and cover my eyes
•

brightest for leaving or shimmering underneath waking the others into
interchangeable language of this is the horizon it lingers deeper than
peripheral
•
I am frozen in the doorway in the middle of something distracting and
absorbing you say things I don’t believe are me or because they aren’t really yet
sketches she says that translate runic into how else could I have acted not
metaphor I should have said something or it was you always had something
worth listening to in some interior deep I stopped figuring out with no visible
center I kept moving away in any case you could tell I got only a short glimpse
•
Occasionally I have insights into the mess of ideas further with no apology on
one end and everything on the surface the other way handwriting deteriorates
down the page I live among the noises repeating what I don’t know which is
worse having an inner sense of what to look like in the end or the kind of
conversation gleaned from a different sound intrinsic part of unraveling
already shifting outer space where I am between conversations disappointed
my silence comes down to this abandoning all for a series of strange decisions.
•••

In my case it keeps morphing a relentless struggle to hear whenever you think
the conflict with clarity a long time deep and urgent in some exact opposite
vision you need a space in your head to read this in a world that imposes how
loud at whose center gives us to overcome I know this place it stays open all
night and I phoned very polite but something happened your mother had a
huge wreath made of the hair of her dead two generations she’s boiling plants
mashing the fibers to their essence dipping her hands into the pulp with the
ashes of her parents to form a bowl I remember when you phoned women
twining hair to make a wreath as if knowing about each other
•
Beautifully old among the apple trees one of us is dead by now I’m sitting on a
green hand-painted bench composting wood smoke and clipped grass in the
whining white night of my harmonica it’s the spring birds that wake us widest
hearing the first lone click no matter how defined you can’t blame the
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MANFRED MALZAHN
(UAE)

stopped at once, feeling absurdly guilty. After all, I was neither a burglar not an
intruder, but a guest who had heeded an explicit invitation.

The Blank Museum

Before I could move on, I heard a creak from another floor board, and I saw an
old lady approaching me from the other side of the room. She was tall, slim,
and elegantly dressed, with a plaid thrown over her shoulders. White hair
neatly tied in a bun, and keen eyes. Her slightly amused expression increased
my totally groundless sense of guilt, and the resulting awkwardness in my
comportment. I meant to greet her first, but found myself unable to utter a
word until she had spoken.

It rained on the last day of my week-long stay in the city. Like so many other
visitors, I had come for the treasures it harboured. I had spent time walking its
streets and squares, admiring grand buildings and picturesque alleyways,
sipping coffee at outdoor tables and sampling wine at discreet bars. I had
visited vast museums and minute galleries. I had, in short, made the most of
my time and seen what I had expected to see, plus so much more besides that I
did not have a plan for the final day of my sojourn, when I envisaged myself as
the kind of flaneur who delights in having neither an aim nor an agenda, like
Goethe’s walker in the woods.
And now it rained. The rain set in shortly after I had left my hotel. I tried to
walk as close as possible to the shops that lined the streets. I slowed down
under some arcades that offered shelter. The rain fell harder and harder. I
toyed with the idea of buying an umbrella, but what made me hesitate was the
knowledge that I had lost each and every umbrella I had previously acquired.
The rain intensified even more. I came to halt in front of a chemist’s with a
stand full of telescopic umbrellas that would in all likelihood be vulnerable to
wind. It was not too windy right now, but that might change. A further reason
not to be overly hasty.
During this weighty deliberation, I noticed a sign on the wall beside the door
of the shop. It read: THE BLANK MUSEUM. And below: Open daily,
morning to night. A trifle unusual, but certainly interesting. What made me
even more curious was the thought that I could not possible have missed a
single museum that was listed in my tourist brochures and guidebooks. I had
been thorough in my preparation, and eager to fill any gaps in out-dated print
material by gathering the most up-to-date information immediately after my
arrival. Yet not a single mention of a BLANK MUSEUM had caught my eye
or ear.
In short, it was mandatory that I should follow the arrow at the bottom of the
sign. It directed me up a narrow close that led into a surprisingly wide
courtyard. I entered a large patrician house where THE BLANK MUSEUM
was engraved in the lintel above the main door. I now stood at the bottom of a
wooden staircase. Nobody else was in sight. I mounted the steps and came to
an open door, through which I could see a spacious empty room with wood
panelling on all four walls. As I stepped forward, a floor board creaked. I
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‘You saw the sign, young man’, she said in friendly mockery.
‘I did indeed’, was the only reply I could think of.
‘Well done. Very few people notice it. But those who do are usually the right
sort.’
Was I the right sort? And what sort would that be anyway? I could not bring
myself to ask either of these obvious questions. But the old lady surely
anticipated them, and I could safely wait for them to be answered.
However, she answered another unspoken question first.
‘I am Veronica Blank, a widow for the past twenty years. My late husband
Thomas Blank left me with considerable debts and a sizeable art collection,
which I sold to pay off his creditors. And now you must wonder what this
museum contains.’
‘I do indeed’, was all I could say.
‘Let me ask you a question first. Are you an art lover, a collector, a scholar, or a
practitioner?’
‘I have a love for art, but very little talent, I’m afraid. I am a chartered
accountant.’
She looked satisfied. ‘No doubt you chose your profession fairly early in life.’
‘I had some notions when I was still at school. But our career advisors put me
on the right track, and I must say I am happy enough at the way things have
turned out.’
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‘No doubt’, she said. ‘But imagine you had chosen differently. Or rather,
imagine that a famous artist—say, Picasso—had chosen to become a chartered
accountant instead.’

‘No more than two hundred. A mere fraction of the iceberg. I need much
more space, for the twentieth century alone. Not to mention the previous
ones.’

‘The world would be poorer for that, to be sure.’

I tried hard not to show the doubt of the lady’s sanity that suddenly welled up
in me. It seemed that my effort to conceal my suspicion was not entirely
successful.

‘Imagine that a career advisor had warned young Pablo about the risk of
pursuing artistic success. Or that Picasso senior had convinced his son to pick
something safer. Something more solid. Imagine he had told him, Pablo, give
up that painting nonsense. There’s no money in it.’
‘But Pablo was gifted. My art teachers were never impressed with me. I would
never have made it as an artist.’

‘If you think I’m crazy’, she said with a haughty smile, ‘you had better leave. ‘If
not, I shall show you the library on the second floor.’
‘And what’s in there?’ As if I didn’t know…
‘Books that were never written.’

‘Maybe not. But think of the many gifted youngsters who never develop their
talent. It takes time and dedication to become good at anything. You never
know how far you’ll get until you have a real go at it.’
I nodded. ‘There’s perhaps as much talent that withers as there is talent that’s
allowed to blossom.’
‘Much more,’ she retorted. ‘What we usually see is the tip of the iceberg. The
only bit that rises above the surface. The mass remains under water.’

I do not recall the exact manner of my departure. I believe that it was swift and
graceless, for I did sense a streak of madness in my counterpart.
Since then, however, I have begun to wonder whether she did not make
perfect sense. I find myself reading Gray’s Elegy over and over. He could
imagine some mute inglorious Milton buried in a country churchyard: so why
could I not imagine some unseen Rembrandt exhibited on a bare wall?
Search me. Or try me in the court of unwritten law. In my absence, if need be.

‘And how’, I ventured to ask, ‘does your museum deal with this?’
•••
‘Take a look around the room’, she said. ‘What do you see?’
I cast a dutiful, if perfunctory glance at each of the four empty walls.
‘Nothing.’
‘Then you are not the right sort. If you were, you would see the blanks.’
‘Is that not the same as nothing?’
‘Blanks are absences, my young friend. And an absence is something that is
missing. What is missing here is a number of masterpieces that were never
created. A part of the iceberg that deserves to be brought to light.’
‘How many missing masterpieces are here, then?’
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ELI MERCHANT
(USA)
The Quest for Eternity
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour
It was difficult to remember when that strange quest and yearning
began—Was it as the train chugged its way up the Swiss Alpine heights or later
after they had nestled in the hotel and started on their first Alpine trek? He
remembered the visit to Dr. Philips’ office, and then stripping his chest while
sitting on the table where the doctor dressed in the white frock popular then
examined his chest with a stethoscope. How he was intrigued by that
instrument now so seldom in use and the private semi-esoteric
communication between the listener and the inner body--or was it the inner
reaches of the psyche as well?--connected in some mystical clasp and embrace.
The doctor turning to his mother and then what he could only consider as
improvisation mustering as much sincerity as he could, but not really
corresponding to an inner conviction, and striving as much as possible to
strike the right balance between diplomatic appropriateness and medical
authenticity, said that a trip to Switzerland on the whole sounded valid and
useful, obviously sensing that his mother was eminently pleased and gratified
by his reassurance of its necessity. Preparations began almost immediately
afterwards, and he had a total blank as to the interval in between.
They came to the Swiss destination late at night. How sharply the stars
seemed to shine in the jet-black sky! They were greeted by a little wagon
drawn by a horse with a headlight lighting the way, he could still hear the ring
of the bell in his ears years afterwards, a wonderful magical touch like the
multi-colored coat it wore, as they reached the hotel where they were greeted
warmly and ever so professionally by Fraulein Klein who told them yes their
room, very lovely, and their table, again very lovely, were all arranged, asking
them appropriately whether they had a nice trip, and then had their luggage
immediately sent up to their chamber. He fell practically asleep as soon as he
hit the bed.
The sun burst with unmitigated brightness during the morning through
their window, which had a direct view of the surrounding mountains.
“Nature is eternal,” his mother said in her often enigmatic and cryptic way.
Then they went down ensconced at the breakfast table fronting an enormous
glass window that gave them a panoramic view of the mountains and a
glimpse of the terrain they soon would explore.
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It was then that he sought what he could not put into words that special
connection with the mountains which seemed ever to seduce him and woo
him forwards, but which always seemed to withdraw and retreat as soon as he
approached and neared them, yet he could never doubt their eventual
accessibility, frustrated and at the same time motivated to continue. But was
it possible as he tried to retrace the chain of recollections and memories that
this had already begun during the train ride when they left the lowlands
terrain and entered the mystical territory of Switzerland where the mountains
seemed to loom higher and higher, at once beckoning and yet eluding his
grasp and reach, and where he was sure that once they arrived at the hotel, and
the mountain journeys would begin in earnest, he could consummate his
wishes.
Almost from the beginning they were accompanied in their mountain treks
by a young man who, as his mother learned, had a condition similar maybe to
to his that necessitated the heights and the fresh air associated with them on a
regular basis. He came obviously from a well to do family further up north,
one of the Scandinavian countries like Denmark given the cost this would
have entailed and his overall manner and courtly, quasi-aristocratic demeanor.
It was rumored he came from the upper echelons of society linked even with
the royal family itself, and he was not sure whether he had heard a title precede
the young man’s name when addressed by some staff members. He knew the
terrain quite well and was eager to help them profit from his past knowledge
and experience. The three hit it off quite superbly, and in his memory it
seemed like the first time that he was treated as an equal in adult company.
On one trip, as they came to a natural resting place, there was a telescopic
apparatus that gave a bird’s eye view of the mountains. The young man
stopped and put in the appropriate amount of coins, setting it up and
adjusting it. He was enthusiastic. Was this perhaps the view and the
connection he was waiting for? But no! Again the mountains he sought
eagerly to embrace withdrew and eluded him, once again motivating him to
continue his quest and relentless journey.
On another trip they took a train that through a seemingly endless tunnel
twisting and turning inside the bowels of the mountain made it to the top, a
bare rugged and austere plateau, that seemed to suggest nothing so much as
the end of the world or some foreign planet they had accidentally stumbled
on. Again the sense of relentless frustration and emptiness, but without his
relenting in turn, as he looked from that mountaintop to crests even further
away, distant, majestic, inviting, where perhaps the inner journey would finish
and be consummated.
He came back feeling rather nauseous. “ I am afraid,” Fraulein Klein, said
with a smile on her face, "that the young maiden who is said to haunt the
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mountain and seems to have an eye on young men in particular has held him
under her sway. "
Everyone laughed.
“La Belle Dame sans Merci,” the young man added, “has him in thrall,”
referring as he later realized to Keats’ poem of a young knight who had fallen
victim forever to an enchantress’ relentless clasp.
One day by accident he found himself alone in the hotel’s gigantic and
cavernous lobby, somehow his mother had gone out without him, and left
him by himself. The hotel staff was gracious, and offered him a jigsaw puzzle,
and laid out the pieces, telling him the basics involved. He was not very good
at it either then or later in life and soon abandoned the project and instead
surveyed the enormous lobby where guests congregated singly or in small
groups, enveloped by a profound and comforting silence so lacking in later
years. It was strange how years afterwards these gigantic lobbies seemed to
capsize and shrink, every bit of space used for commercial purposes, and
inundated by a continuous unrelenting sound of music. Ah, the majesty of
silence!
A young girl about his age approached him, he did not remember seeing
her before, she seemed to emanate out of nowhere, and enigmatically and
mysteriously said, “Is your mother a great lady?” And then before he could
incorporate the question and muster a response--he never knew even later
when he could ponder it endlessly what the answer should be--she as quickly
disappeared as she had appeared, not to be seen again.
The cover of the box containing the puzzle represented an Alpine scene
from its frosty crest to its verdurous base, and he wondered how people had the
patience and perseverance at all in piecing a jigsaw puzzle into a unified and
coherent whole.
“Oh there you are,” his mother approached him with the young man she
had befriended at a measured distance behind her. “I am sorry to have left
you,” as she tried to explain what had happened but not very convincingly, she
was so abstract and vague about things in general. She bent over and kissed
him in an apologetic way on the cheek. The young man smiled awkwardly,
maintaining his distance, not knowing how to position himself in the family
constellation.
“I see you have found yourself a pastime,” the mother added, looking at the
jigsaw puzzle, without questioning the means whereby he came to be engaged
in it. “It is difficult, but in time you will learn how to master it,” she added
when she saw that the great majority of the pieces had remained untouched
without his correcting the assumption that he had requested the pastime on
his own.
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The three later had dinner together—they were comfortably seated at one
table now for a while—planning ventures for the future.
It was not long afterwards, he could not remember the exact number of
days or weeks elapsing in between--all sense of chronology failed him--the
mother’s mood abruptly and suddenly changed. It appeared, as he was able to
piece things together later, that the father had gotten ill, seriously ill, as an
unexpected telegram informed her. “I am sorry to hear that,” Fraulein Klein
exclaimed. “But these things happen,” without it’s being clear whether she
was referring to her willingness to forego the cancellation fee associated with
early departures or expressing sympathy for the mother’s plight whose trip had
to be cut short.
They made their departure arrangements in precipitate haste, and it was
curious in retrospect that the young man was nowhere present to proffer his
polite goodbyes and best wishes and how quickly associations could form and
dissipate, even intense and close ones.
They took a late train. They were lucky to get one which would have taken
them back the way they came to their original destination through Fraulein
Klein’s meticulous and methodical calculations. But then it seemed as the
conductor explained due to some mechanical problem, again all the details as
his mother rather distracted at the time by the news were lost in vagueness, this
plan miscarried. They would have to stop at a little village station where after
a few hours they could make a connection with the next train. He
remembered quite clearly the depot and the gigantic mountain looming in the
background, still clearly defined and visible in the waning daylight, perhaps
even more distinctly and impressively so.
And it was then that it happened, yes, he could remember it for years
afterwards drawing emotional dividends from it, that the connection between
him and the mountains which he had yearned for so ardently and almost given
up all hope in, particularly at this moment when severance from the Alps
might occur forever, suddenly and mysteriously materialized. Was this the
way grace, he wondered years afterwards, worked? A shiver of excitement and
rapture went through his body, as he put his hand into his mother’s hand, who
fleetingly, vaguely and distantly responded to his gesture with a half formed
glance and nod of acknowledgment and gently reciprocated grip before she
withdrew into her heavy mood of concern. He remembered also suddenly at
that moment his father who had accompanied them to the train station,
taking time off from work, and in his memory appeared in retrospect gaunt,
thin, out of sorts, almost sickly. He kept his hand in his mother’s, as long as he
could, knowing that the moment would come when he would have to release
it when they would board the train, deposit their luggage, and resume their
journey, and yet trying to perpetuate the press of flesh against flesh as long as
he could and eventually even longer in his memory.
•••
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ARTHUR EFRON
(USA)
A Reading of the Novel HONEYMOON, by Patrick Modiano.
(Translated by Barbara Wright. HarperCollins, second printing 2014. )

This story has a deliberately poor sense of events passing in time. It was not an
easy work to understand the first time through. Yet I could sense that it has
value. I would have to get to work and practice some of the Literary Criticism
that I was trained to do long ago, when I was an undergraduate. To do that is
something of an act of restitution: for all the decades since those undergrad
years of 1954-58, the professional place of honor in English departments in
the USA has been allotted to the spinners of Literary Theory, not the do-ers of
Criticism. I recall offering to submit one of my critical articles to Professor
Ralph Cohen, who had been one of my most brilliant teachers in graduate
school at UCLA, in 1958-60. Some years after beginning my work at the
University at Buffalo (SUNY) in 1963, I wrote to Cohen, who had now
moved to the University of Virginia where he had been assured of funds and
had founded the elite critical journal, New Literary History. He replied that he
would only accept articles on literary theory. I was welcome to submit one of
those. I did not do such a thing. I am a literary critic. But Cohen had an
extraordinarily fine mind, and I will refer to him again. His major work, The
Art of Discrimination: Thomson’s The Seasons and the Language of Criticism
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1964, 529 pages) is
still in my collection. One of his insights affects this article.
I began writing on Honeymoon in the early months of 2015. In the short time
since I began, a wealth of information about Patrick Modiano has come out in
English, including his memoir, published by Yale University Press. Several of
his novels are appearing in English for the first time. What I notice in the
reviews of his work is a biographical slant that at first sounds as if it could be
most illuminating, but actually is misleading. Modiano has written at least
twenty short novels, many of them dealing with fictional characters affected
by the Nazi occupation of France in 1941-45. He himself was born just a few
months after the Second World War had ended in Europe, and his life can be
related to these novels. In fact, the fictional narrator of Honeymoon seems to
have been “born” at almost the same time as Modiano himself. The critics and
reviewers who have written about Modiano cannot resist the idea that all of his
novels are parts of a single project; they all deal with similar post-World War
Two situations and have characters who seem to suffer from similar problems.
Yet as a critic of literature, I want to put aside such knowledge concerning the
author. I want to do what I can to experience and elucidate only one novel,
Honeymoon, and let that one novel take me where it will.
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Actually, Modiano’s life does not have an exact relationship to this novel. As
he discloses in his memoir, which is entitled Pedigree, he had had a difficult
relationship with his father, a man who might have collaborated with the
German occupiers of France, and also ran a black market operation during
those same years. I have read that the father was outraged when Modiano
presented a fictional version of him in his first published novel. He was so
outraged, in fact, that he is said to have tried to buy up every copy of the book.
Modiano’s narrator in Honeymoon is no such person. The narrator’s father
barely exists in the novel, he is only rarely mentioned, and there is not so much
as a hint that he was involved either in collaborating or tricking the Germans.
Readers will no doubt persist in assuming that the biography is consonant
with not only this novel but with all of them combined, as if they were all one
continuing work. I suspect that most of the people recently writing about
Modiano have not read nearly all of his work. They may give the impression
that they know all of it, but it seems unlikely. Twenty novels (actually there are
more than twenty, but I do not have an exact count) are a lot to cover, even if
they are short. There is one commentator, a true critic in my estimation, who
does tell how many he has read. He is Michael Wood, writing as far back as the
year 2000. He reports that he has just read five of the novels of Modiano, and
that they are not all alike: they “are subtly, even insidiously, different from each
other.” (Michael Wood’s article, published in the London Review of Books,
November 30, 2000, has the ominous title, “J. xx Drancy. 13/8/42.” It refers
to the deportation of one Jewish woman whose case Modiano actually
traced—although only after he had written Honeymoon.)
This notion that Modiano writes only in a single thematic register over a score
of novels inadvertently provides readers with a kind of superior knowledge
which, however accurate or inaccurate it may be, can only dilute the
experiential impact of any single Modiano novel. That is where Ralph
Cohen’s insight comes into play. In one seminar of his, he commented on the
notion that some authors are seen as repeating themselves in work after work.
It is not a useful notion for the reader who would hope to understand an
author’s creativity. Far better is Cohen’s insight that an author who takes up
the same fictional problem time after time is not just repeating herself. She is
delving into the same, deeply-rooted problem but is returning to it with a
somewhat different-- and hopefully more revealing--approach, each time. I
take this idea as a working hypothesis notwithstanding Modiano’s own
comment that “I always have the impression that I write the same book.”
(Modiano, as quoted in an article by Duncan White, “Patrick Modiano: the
Nobel Prize-Winner Nobody Has Read,” in The Telegraph, 18 July 2015).
Modiano has even said that in 45 years of writing, he has not changed as a
writer. But he puts it this way: “The feeling of dissatisfaction with each book
remains alive. I am still trying to clear the same terrain, with the feeling I’ll
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never get done.” ((Modiano, as quoted by Alexander Alter and Dan Bilefsky,
“Patrick Modiano, a Modern Proust, Is Awarded the Nobel Prize for
Literature,” New York Times, October 9, 2014).
The narrator of the short novel entitled Honeymoon lives in a strange form of
limbo: he has slipped away from his wife, abandoned his line of work, and is
living anonymously, a few days at a time, in a circle of undistinguished hotels
in the outskirts of Paris. Yet this life does not feel like his real intention.
Something feels missing. He does not intend to just keep doing this hotel
hopping indefinitely; something is going to change. What is missing can best
be called himself; he is not there. Yet in some way, he wants to be. A few pages
from the end of the novel, he finally says that he does not like “going around in
circles on the periphery of this town like someone who can no longer find any
emergency exits.”
I want to understand what Modiano is doing. I want to be there. He has
recently won the Nobel Prize for Literature. This is a novel that first came out
in 1990, in its original French, but here in the USA, I had never even heard of
the author. His Nobel prize citation declares that his works are “always
variations of the same thing, about memory, about loss, about identity, about
seeking.” To create “variations” on such huge and humanly essential themes is
a sufficient guarantee of never actually writing “the same thing.”
There are certain distinct qualities of the text. The novel is replete with
carefully named locations (hotels, places, avenues, addresses, restaurants)
both in Paris as well as outside of it, but why? I know that some readers gain
pleasure from such names of locale; they can feel connected with areas they are
familiar with. But in my experience, no meanings emerge from these namings.
It could be that, setting these names out before him as he tells (or supposedly
writes) this book, helps the narrator to avoid expressing any feelings. It’s a
method, and a futile way of trying to stabilize his thinking. He is buttoning
down the progress of his tale. This finally is not going to do him any good.
After first composing this article, I learned from online sources that all of the
places mentioned in the city of Paris are deeply meaningful for Modiano. This
information too strikes me as misleading, insofar as it applies to experiencing
this novel. For a new reader such as myself, the presence of the place names
only adds to the quality of distance. The narrator is noting all the places and
addresses, but he usually shows no feeling for them.
The novel also moves into a daringly complex form of narrative at certain
junctures. It is not simply a disjointed account by a man who is moving
aimlessly. “Just now, going back to the hotel,” the narrator says, “I had the
feeling that I was in a dream. I was going to wake up” at home. “Annette would
still be asleep. I would have returned to real life.” He would tell his wife
everything about his leaving her, including a time when he had sneaked back
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into their apartment and discovered her with another man, and also of his idea
of “emigrating to the other peripheral districts she and I had known twenty
years ago. And of staying there for good.” To all this, she would give this
oblique response: “You do have funny dreams, Jeannot.” He knows he is not
actually dreaming, yet has all this hypothetical experience. He tries to get out
of this state of mind: “I pinched my arm. I shook my head. I opened my eyes
wide. But I couldn’t wake up. I stood motionless in that square, contemplating
the water in the fountains and the groups of tourists...”
He thinks he might go to a certain large café, “sit down on the terrace and talk
to the people next to me to dispel this feeling of unreality.” But no, there is no
use trying: “But that would only further increase my malaise: if I got into a
conversation with strangers, they would answer me in a different language
from mine.” He could, as a last resort, give his wife a call, from his room “in the
Dodds Hotel.” But the room is one that she and he “may perhaps have
occupied twenty years ago, and “the call would have been jammed by all those
years accumulated one on top of the other.” Instead, he thinks he could call
her from a phone booth. “I abandoned the idea. There too my voice would be
so far away she wouldn’t hear it.” Hoping to find a message from his wife, he
went back to his hotel. No message was there. “Then I told myself that only
the sound of the phone ringing in my room could put an end to my dream. I
waited on the bed. Finally I fell asleep and had a real dream: A summer’s night
very hot.” This “real dream” goes on for twenty lines. It is packed with details,
almost all of which elude direct connection with anything else in the narrator’s
story. The dream ends with an ellipsis, probably in a tone of nostalgia: “It was
such a long time since we’d been in this neighborhood…” I take all of this
dream/not dream/virtual dream, reality/unreality, “language different from
mine,” and calls jammed with years, from Honeymoon, pages 71 to73, and
have added only the italics. I do get the feeling that all those years “have
accumulated one on top of the other.”
Another major quality provides a huge narrative disparity. The narrator’s
wanderings are written in such a way that they seem to have very little
direction. But in three sizable patches, the narrative becomes strangely
coherent. Two of these comprise the story of a couple, Ingrid and Rigaud, who
once were on their honeymoon, or rather a mockery of a honeymoon. On a
later occasion, they encountered the narrator and gave him some un-looked
for help. This becomes a major event, and the narrator also tells this section
without confusion. In fact he expresses great pleasure as he recounts his
meeting with the couple. Later still, Ingrid and Rigaud apparently divorced.
There is no section telling of how they split up. Ingrid tells the narrator that
they are no longer living together. But how they got together is another
story—a coherent tale of two people meeting and surviving in France during
the Second World War.
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The narrator opens one of the two coherent segments taking place during the
war with a sign of having written it himself: “I didn’t need to consult my notes
that evening in my room in the Dodds hotel. I remembered everything as if it
had been yesterday…They had arrived at the Cote d’Azur in the spring of
1942.” But there’s something crazy here. In 1942, the narrator probably had
yet to be born. He could not “remember.” There are suggestions of his getting
all of the information years later from Ingrid, but that would not account for
the different quality of his re-telling. No matter: we have the perplexing idea
that the narrator wrote about their honeymoon from memory, as if he wanted
to be there with them, and then we immediately traverse a part running to
some twenty-three pages which sound like they are written by someone who
knows how to write third person narrative fiction—someone like an
experienced novel writer. Like Modiano. The “I” disappears during this
sequence. Later, there is another such passage, almost as long, which
coherently tells the story of how Rigaud and Ingrid first met, in “one of the last
days in November,” in Paris. As several details make clear, that would be 1941,
after the fall of France to the Nazis.
There is a way in to understand this book, if I want to do it with pencil and
notation: the dis-ordered time scheme certainly has a beginning at some time
in France during the time of the Nazi occupation, and it contains a series of
intermediate stages leading up to the narrator’s moving senselessly from one
hotel to another. But if I were to proffer a timetable that adds up to a
chronology, as I was at first tempted to do, I would be violating the novel. The
narrator—he has the simple name Jean, but even this name is very seldom
allowed into the novel--has not been wandering among uninteresting hotels
all his life. Maybe he’s been doing this for just a few weeks. But if you get the
feeling that he has been doing this for most of his life, contra the chronology, I
suggest that you’d not have gone very wrong. That is the feeling, and it is not
misleading. In fact, late in the novel, the narrator receives a warning from a
man who has been sent out by his wife to search for him. This man, named
Smidane, says “Annette told me she knew all these hotels.” “Yes,” the narrator
replies: “We often stayed in them, twenty years ago.” This tells me that the
apparently aimless tour of hotels is an old pattern for this man. What could it
have done for him? At first, when he was 18, these suburbs gave him a sense of
freedom. “It was a pleasure to feel myself on the outskirts of the city, with all
these lines of escape…I felt at ease in these districts. I could breathe here.”
“They were a refuge, far from the bustle of the centre, and a springboard to
adventure and to the unknown.” (emphasis added). But as he recalls these
early feelings, he now considers that he had engaged in escape and evasion.
Escape, in fact, is a defining factor in this man’s life. (But it is not one
mentioned in the Nobel citation). One of the most palpable words he ever
uses in this narrative is “violently,” when he begins to recall the “euphoria” of
his former travels to remote destinations and realizes that “Above all it was the
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need to escape. I felt it in me, more violently than ever.” And Paris, he states, is
more of a place for escape than even Rio de Janeiro, where he had been
supposed to have traveled.
Maybe finally the hotel circuit became this: it was a way of keeping his life
moving at a virtual impasse while he continued to need a care-giving couple
named Ingrid and Rigaud who were no longer available for him. In an
indication of deep confusion, he says that “It was in Paris that I had to pick up
her [Ingrid’s] traces.” He knows very well that Ingrid has been dead for many
years. He never finds any usable “traces” of her in moving from one hotel to
another. There is one hotel in which he imagines that she and Rigaud might
once have stayed. But he is just going around in a circle.
This impasse does not turn out to be his actual desire. In a surprising
development, he gets off of this self-defeating patrol: he believes he has found
a way to trace and even re-meet one member of that couple, a man named
Rigaud. And with that hope he abandons the hotels and moves into an
apartment that had once been Rigaud’s.
Although Annette assures him that she loves no other man but himself, she
says in a second message via Smidane that he had better get in touch with her
soon. She is not going to wait around while he goes through his antics. She says
she is not 20 years old anymore. At this point I found myself expecting, and
even hoping, that the narrator would make his phone call to his wife. He does
not. He tries to, he picks up the phone, but he doesn’t call her. A paralyzing
ambivalence is in him.
The wife’s message indicates that the narrator had gone about this circular
route from hotel to hotel at some earlier time—and perhaps more than once.
He must have been searching, although the wife may never have been told
what the object was. The hotel-ambulating pathway had been carved out long
before; hence one more reason to assume that he had been doing it for years.
As for its object: does the narrator now know, consciously, what it was he had
been looking for? Maybe not in the earlier years, but now, he has a focus: he
states “The memory of Ingrid was obsessing me.” But since she is dead, what
can he find?
In the initial story of the couple, Ingrid and Rigaud, they move about in some
locations on France’s southern coast, assuming that World War Two will come
to an end. They are hiding, ostensibly because Ingrid, age 16 but looks like 20,
should not be hanging out with the somewhat older Rigaud, but more
importantly because they might be arrested. Ingrid is an Austrian Jew. There is
a blatantly visible government agent following them. He is also checking the
names of all the guests at their hotel. They are warned that people in there are
going to be arrested. They have to leave fast. They go elsewhere--but not very
far--on the south coast of France. By the end of this section, they are not really
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on any pretense of a honeymoon; they are just hiding. Germans finally come
in and set up fortifications in the coastal town, Juan-les-Pins, where they are
staying. Time has blundered on: “The days, the months, the seasons, the years,
went monotonously by, in a kind of eternity.” The American landing in
southern France is mentioned; that would have been in mid-August 1944.
As the war begins to reach an end, the couple listen each day to a news
broadcast given by an announcer with “a metallic voice.” After a while Rigaud
believes he recognizes that it’s the voice of the same police agent who had been
threatening them earlier. It is now that the one truly haunting passage in this
section occurs. It is the last broadcast, and it is not there only for the couple; it
is the expiring of the war. “This voice had no future. You could tell that from
its increasingly metallic tones. It was already a voice from beyond the grave.”
The voice keeps fading and is hard to hear, but it keeps struggling back into
sound. “One last time, before becoming submerged, it broke loose in a
hammered-out phrase that was like a cry of hate or an appeal for help.” There
is a portent of doom here: Rigaud and Ingrid will be carrying this sound with
them. They are not exactly lovers with a romantic aura. The account of their
keeping together, against all life-threatening obstacles, is basically pretty grim.
Their “honeymoon” is at first a fiction presented to snoopy people whom they
encounter. Yet after a while they do get married. Why is the book’s title
VOYAGE DE NOCES ? Not much of the novel is focused on that. That is an
easy question: because their honeymoon matters to the narrator. But why?
Rigaud makes no declarations of love for Ingrid, but he does want to shelter
and protect her. (As they make their escape from Paris, and are on the metro,
his mind is occupied not with her, but with imagining a new ski-trip, such as
he had enjoyed recently.) The “honeymoon” part of the novel goes on in the
context of a lot of other people in the hotel trying their best to keep everything
normal and ordinary--when they know that it isn’t. But Rigaud goes further;
as much as possible, he protects Ingrid from realizing how much danger they
are in.
In his wanderings, the narrator tells himself that he probably will get back in
touch with Annette, his wife, whom he has left without any warning. In an
affectless sentence, he says that he knows he would have to begin sharing his
wife with a man named Cavanugh, one of his friends; a sexual relationship has
begun between her and that friend. There is not a hint at this point that this is
disagreeable—or agreeable—for him; he just reports it. Not very believable!
In another passage, he shows some spiteful satisfaction in cleverly spoiling a
social gathering they are having without him being around. Yet there is no rage
or expressed jealousy, and he makes no further mention of that situation. But
when the narrator is “found” by a different man, the message-bringer
Smidane, who has been sent out on a search for him by Annette, he remembers
that this man is also Annette’s lover.
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He knows this is so because while sneaking back into the apartment to get a
green notebook containing his “notes,” which concern Ingrid, he overhears
the love-talk between his wife and Smidane, who are in the marital bed.
Cavanaugh, the character with whom the narrator recently has been obliged
to share Annette with, is out on a patio with party guests while she and
Smidane go at it. No doubt the accidental eavesdropping on Annette and
Smidane makes him hesitate to accept her declaration, in a note she sends via
Smidane, that Cavanaugh means nothing to her. “I love only you.” No
mention of Smidane.
This is one of the only two occurrences of the word “love” in this novel. The
other is placed during one if the couple’s July 14th parties, which they had held
for years. During these parties, the narrator would often slip into a state of
“malaise,” which would prompt Annette to ask “What is it, Jeannot, is
something the matter? Tell me you still love me?”
Contrary to my conventional expectation, the narrator, even with what he
knows about his wife’s taking of other lovers, is by no means ruling out the idea
of returning to her. He wonders in fact “Did they still spare a little thought for
me?” Yet he tries to convince himself that Annette is his “widow.” “…for
wasn’t she my widow if I decided never to reappear?” But this is something he
has not decided at this point, which he narrates at a quarter of the way though
Honeymoon: “Deep down I was very fond of them: my widow, Cavanaugh,
Smidane, and the other guests. One day I’ll come back to you. I don’t yet know
the precise date of my resurrection. I shall have to have the strength and the
inclination.” Will he develop such strength and inclination? He might. Yes, I
think he might, I say to myself as I read this section. But as the novel goes on, I
learn that it will not happen.
Immediately prior to vanishing into his hotel circuit, the narrator was
supposed to be leaving on a plane for Rio de Janeiro, where he would engage in
creating a documentary film dealing with the topic of exploration. This sort of
thing, making documentaries about exploration, or rather about other
people’s explorations which he is just re-tracing, is what he has done before.
That has been his work for years, and he has decided it is not worth doing.
Instead of Rio, he just flies to Milan via a plane that takes off at about the same
time as the one for Rio. This is to deceive his wife and his friend who believe he
is boarding for Rio. He says he could have gone to any city, as long as it
departed at the right time.
But this pretence of not caring which city he goes to is only for him to believe;
we soon find out that Milan is tremendously meaningful for him. A good
many years before, when he also happened to be in Milan, he hears the story of
a woman who, a few days previously, had been seen in the very hotel bar he is
in, and had then committed suicide in her room. He wishes that he could
have met her and talked with her. Why does he wish this? He doesn’t say. The
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implication is that he might have tried to talk her out of it. In other words, he
would have shown care for her. Or at least he feels that he would have tried to
protect her, but he cannot act on the wish, since she is already gone. She dies in
her hotel room; Jean learns of her suicide through the insensitive talk of the
hotel bartender. The narrator is just there having a few drinks as he waits for
the train to get out of Milan. He is told that she was supposed to be preparing
to leave to meet with some friends on Capri.
Just as he gets on the train, he grabs a newspaper where he has been told that
there is a report of this woman’s suicide. We shift then to another scene and,
within a bunch of apparently unfocussed information, we come to a startling
fact: the narrator realizes when he reads the news account, that this woman
who has killed herself---is Ingrid! This comes early in the story as it is told by
Modiano’s narrator, on page 9. Thus, we already know what happened to her,
but the novel will re-create her and Rigaud. While the narrator has known of
Ingrid’s death for 18 years, only now as he wanders among hotels does he tell
it. It is now possible to deduce that the collapse of the narrator’s marriage with
Annette is the event that has unlocked his long-delayed mourning and propels
his useless longing for a woman whom he knows had died eighteen years
before. Up to that point the marriage had allowed him to live in a simulation
of normality. In fact, “I thought I was happy.”
The news clip gives her maiden name, but the narrator writes that she was still
married to Rigaud. Maybe he is denying: she certainly was separated from him
the last time he had met her in Paris. She indicated pretty clearly that their
marriage had failed. When the narrator asks her about Rigaud, she virtually
growls a one-word reply, “Abroad,” and does not want to say anything more.
The narrator had met Rigaud and Ingrid years after they had married. This
couple gives the young man, age 20 at this time, some help when he is broke,
his money having been filched from his pocket, unbeknownst to him, while
on a trip. He is unable to buy food, does not know where he will spend the
night, and cannot pay for a ticket back to Paris. They see him hitchhiking and
stop. Their giving is done freely, without his asking. They just want to help the
man. They do not shower him with gifts, and what they do give is nothing
great in material terms. But they are certainly being more helpful than most
people would have been. They obviously care about him. He is a little
suspicious of the tones of voice used by Rigaud, and by some quizzical facial
expressions of Ingrid’s, but he soon gets over these impressions. When Rigaud
speaks to him, the narrator is almost incredulous to feel that Rigaud actually is
concerned about him. They let him sleep over at their place, and buy his
ticket. They see him off.
By the time that happens, they have shared some routines of their relationship
with him, like playing a card game (the only card game he has ever played),
and letting him pick out a detective novel for Ingrid to read. He has watched
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closely as Ingrid goes in for a swim on the beach and then comes back out.
They ask him if he needs anything, and obligingly buy him some razor blades
and shave cream. They point out a house in which they had formerly lived.
More seriously, they use a few questions to probe into his personal history.
Once, at just one exact point in their contact, their generosity makes a
fantastically great impression. The narrator, who is usually quiet about any
feelings he is undergoing, tells this: Ingrid “took my arm because of the sloping
road. The contact of her arm and shoulder gave me the impression I had never
yet had, that of finding myself under someone’s protection. She would be the
first person who could help me. I felt light-headed. All those waves of
tenderness that she communicated through the simple contact of her arm, and
the pale blue look she gave me from time to time—I didn’t know that such
things could happen in life.”
This has got to be crucial: neither the narrator nor Modiano is being evasaive
here. I knew it, but I didn’t realize how crucial it was until I’d finished the
novel.
Unlike almost anything else in this novel, the narrator’s discovery of feeling
vitally protected, has a context. In fact, it has an ample grouping of emotional
settings. The entire 23 page section of the narrator telling of his one meeting
with Rigaud and Ingrid is loaded with meaning. Nothing of this quality, none
of this intensity, occurs anywhere else. If I were to explicate these 23 pages, I
would probably go on for at least that long. That will not do. Instead, using the
figure “00” as my marker, I’ll tell about the most important layers of context.
00 Ingrid asks the narrator if he has parents. His answer is that he doesn’t see
them any more. Why not? He cannot answer: “What could I answer? Strange
sort of parents, who had always tried to find a boarding school or a
reformatory where they could get rid of me.” Ingrid says she had wondered if
he had parents when she first saw him at the side of the road trying to catch a
ride. She and the narrator have an uncanny connection. His parents are never
mentioned anywhere else in the book. They too are not there.
Readers of Pedigree, Modiano’s memoir, might quickly draw a life-parallel: his
parents also neglected him and kept putting him in various boarding schools.
But to say only that would be to underestimate the kinds of abuse they also
perpetrated. He did live with his Mother during some periods. She was a coldhearted person with whom he could never feel he had made contact. She had
extreme bouts of temper, and would scream at the boy when he came back
from a visit to his father (the couple had separated) without having extracted a
payment of money. His father later tried to bully Modiano, as a young man,
into joining the military. When Modiano refused, his father cut off all further
connection. Despite all these parental mis-deeds, Modiano dedicates one of
his later novels to “my parents.”
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• The question of parents comes when all three of them take a little “stroll.”
Ingrid suggests this. It is right after that she takes his arm as they go down “the
sloping road.”
• Ingrid and Rigaud help him, but he also helps them. He drives their car for
them. They are both lousy drivers (she doesn’t even have a license). Is this
comical? It leads to an extraordinary declaration about fear. Rigaud had at first
not told the narrator, who was driving, that Ingrid has no license. “You might
have been afraid we’d be stopped” by the police. He replies “I’m not afraid of
anything.” Rigaud replies: “…Nor were we either, at your age.” To which
Ingrid adds: “But we’re still not afraid of anything.” Great! They are becoming
more and more idealized for him. Actually, they would have been plenty afraid
when, at his age, they were in danger of being arrested by the police. They had
been especially in danger from the man who spied on them during their
“honeymoon.”
• When they ask him if he would like to stay over with them, the narrator,
has a strong response. “I was tempted to say yes”--which he shortly did. “Once
again that tenderness, that feeling of exaltation, swept over me, as it had when
I was walking down the slope in the street with her.” But now this feeling
develops into the expression of a beautiful life ideal: “To allow oneself to live
from day to day. To stop asking oneself questions about the future. To be in the
company of kindly people who help you to get over your difficulties, and give
you gradual confidence in yourself.” This is one of the places where this story
makes a connection with me, and I imagine with most people who might read
it. Who would doubt the value of a life-ideal such as the narrator has
expressed? Wouldn’t we all want to have something like it? He knows what he
needs to be able to grow, and this meeting with the couple fills exactly that
need. They even provide a gentle learning curve: they would give him “gradual
confidence.” Or they would, if only things could work out.
• At the end of this grand meeting, the narrator sets up a chance to keep in
touch--which he never follows up on! He says he would like to see them again,
and Rigaud immediately tells him that after a few months they will be living in
their place in Paris, and writes down for him the couple’s phone number.
There is nothing in the novel to indicate that he ever tried to see them. This is
baffling. But after I thought about it, I came to this speculation: if he were to
see them in Paris, living a normal domestic life, their ideal qualities might fade
away.
The only time he tries to call Rigaud is after he knows Ingrid is dead. He has
carefully saved the phone number for years—and of course we are told exactly
what this number is. Rigaud though is not only not there, but the person who
answers hasn’t seen him for a very long time. Yet the narrator feels certain
Rigaud is still alive. Why, he thinks, Rigaud might even show up for him any
time while he is meandering. Things like this happen all the time, he tells
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himself. He actually finds the apartment where Rigaud once lived; it is
barren, had gone un-lived in for many years, and the property manager tells
him that he does not expect Rigaud ever to return. The narrator doesn’t want
to hear this. He takes encouragement from finding Rigaud’s pair of skis in the
apartment. But the skis (which had been mentioned earlier as part of the
couple’s ruse for getting past the Occupation guards on their way south)—the
skis, alas, are not the man. The property manager, a male concierge, is kind to
him, wanting to bring him a set of sheets and hastening to hook up the phone
in the apartment, but this slight level of protection possibly lets the narrator
realize just how far from satisfying it is. So, although he has paid rent in
advance, after a few days he wants out. The concierge, with another gesture of
care, says “I must remember to check the radiators in your flat. Otherwise you
won’t have any proper heating this winter.” It is only fall, not winter, but the
idea of staying in this flat is suddenly repulsive. “Yes, all of a sudden the
prospect of staying in this district during the winter chilled my heart.” The
hope of meeting Rigaud dies, and, as the novel moves to an ending, even the
plan to stay in the hotels is no longer bearable. He has no idea of how he can
live in the winter.
• He never called Ingrid and Rigaud, but he certainly recalled. While married
to Annette, he would contrive to visit the locale where he had inter-acted with
Rigaud and Ingrid. He would go on these junkets with Annette, Cavanaugh
(who later became her lover) and another man. He could not stop himself
from retracing those moments. “I couldn’t help it.” The others had fun; they
were lighthearted. For the narrator, though, “I was somewhere else, in another
summer, more and more distant...” But this distance does not cause the
memory of that one summer to gradually fade. No, it does this instead: “It
underwent a curious transformation: far from fading, like over-exposed
photographs, the contrasts of sun and shade became so accentuated that I
recall everything in black and white.” He has his meeting with the couple
engraved in his mind. He has been able to cling permanently to what might
have been his virtual birth experience and family shelter. But he has to keep
trying to re-find it. Maybe, he also does not really want to find it, since it could
turn out to be un-remarkable.
Contradicting his repeated need to go back to the magical meeting- place, is
his statement elsewhere, that he didn’t give them much thought. “The
memory of them faded. I had only met them in passing, she and Rigaud, and
we had only a superficial relationship.” As a reader, I felt confusion. But it just
isn’t so. He’s denying the obvious. Still it is possible that he did not often think
of them, consciously, for most of the twenty years of his marriage to Annette.
• Just before he meets the couple, while trying to hitch a ride, the narrator does
not at all feel as if he is troubled by having been robbed. Nor does he care about
not having the fare to get back to Paris, where he is supposed to be due for
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some sort of work. He just starts hitching. It seems he is in a mental state of
immunity from any trouble. This is connected, I believe, with the exceptional
states of feeling he gets into while in their company, just before his great
moment on the sloping road with Ingrid’s hand touching him.
• This immunity underlies something greater, just ahead. When the couple
sees that he is tired, they bid him have a “siesta” by lying on “a big pneumatic
mattress at the foot of a clump of pines by the side” of their bungalow. Here
he goes: “I was lying on the mattress, staring at the sky and the top of the
pines….Above me, between the branches, the play of sun and shade. I let
myself sink into a delightful torpor. Remembering it now, it seems one of the
rare moments in my life when I experienced a sense of well-being that I could
even call Happiness. In that semi-somnolent state, occasionally interrupted
by a shaft of sunlight piercing the shade of the pines and dazzling me, I
considered it perfectly natural that they had taken me home with them, as if
we had known each other for a long time.”
00 While waiting for them in their car, he opens the glove compartment and
finds her passport. He sees that she was born in Vienna. He had just been in
Vienna—another uncanny link--and now attempts to get her to talk about
that city. “To my astonishment, she didn’t react….Vienna didn’t mean a thing
to her.” This strange gap probably contributes to his seeing her as a unique
woman, one who had risen above her place of origin.
In later years he tries to trace her life, and puts together a semi-biography
which he cannot finish but which he carries about with him as “my notes.”
She had gone for some time to the U.S. to work for a person in the movie
business, and she went without Rigaud. But what did she really do? That is a
question his notes partially answer and partially occlude. All he really knows
is that she did return to France and that he ran into her once, which turned out
to be their last meeting. What would it have meant to him if he could have
completed this biography? It would tell an undesirable tale of defeat.
• As Rigaud drives the narrator to the train station, with Ingrid sitting in the
front passenger side, Rigaud drives so dangerously that the narrator has to
grasp on to Ingrid. This is another thing in their meeting that he remembers.
The other, perfectly coherent section in third person narration, is taken with
showing how Rigaud and Ingrid first met—in the confusion of the early part
of the war. Their getting together is something the narrator could know
nothing about. At least he could have had no direct contact. Modiano creates
the couple relationship without separating it clearly from the man’s own story.
It may be best to accept that the narrator imagined this linking of the two
people in a difficult relationship, because he has a need to know it. Their
union will do something vital for him. But as life dictates, it both does and it
doesn’t. He recognizes that perhaps, “fleetingly, I had conjured up a memory
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of youth for them.” Even partially knowing that he might have invented some
of the story of the young Rigaud and Ingrid does not shake his belief in their
extended scene of affording him protection. His need is too great.
Ingrid met Rigaud when she failed to get back into an area in Paris, where she
lived with her father, a doctor who worked at a clinic. She knows that a
curfew covering one arrondissement will soon prevent her from returning to
her father. After undergoing feelings of extreme uncertainty, she decides to
stay out where she should not be. Rigaud finds her in distress and takes her to
his home, a luxurious flat that he has inherited from his mother.
Rigaud’s mother, by the way, had done her best to not take care of him; he
hates her. This matches thematically with the narrator’s own story of parental
neglect, though he does not allow himself to feel Rigaud’s hatred. The parallel
of life-histories in this novel is one of a number of connecting strands which
come into the reader’s view as the novel is re-examined. What appears to have
been directionless has its own under-girding of structure.
Rigaud protects Ingrid, takes care of her, and after several days or weeks, they
become lovers. When she finally tries to put through a call to her father, she
learns that he has been taken away by the police. He is a Jew.
Late in HONEYMOON, there are suddenly two more pages in third-person
omniscience, but this time it is clear that the narrator has reconstructed them
from notes he made after his last meeting with Ingrid. That was in Paris, but it
had the feeling for him “that I I was in a different town than Paris, but a town
whose name one could not know.” This is an extraordinary event, where his
mind takes on an apparent dream quality which makes the location of the
scene un-knowable, and yet feels realistic. Here Ingrid tells him some of her
story as they have dinner. It is all about how she lost her father. Her father had
put a missing person announcement in a Paris newspaper because she had run
off on her own. For years, she has saved this newspaper clipping, although she
hadn’t known of it when it could have made a difference. She gives it to the
narrator as if she is getting shed of a heavy burden. By the time she finally
wanted to call her father, while she and Rigaud were still in Paris, she had
intended to tell him that she wanted to marry Rigaud. In a better world, they
could have had a real honeymoon.
Ingrid would have had strong reasons to try to forget her Viennese birthplace,
since it would recall her link to her father, who was an Austrian Jew like
herself—but who most likely has died in the Holocaust without her having
been able to call him before he was taken away. When the narrator first meets
her with Rigaud, she seems to have not a worry in the world. She declares she is
not afraid of anything. She must have spent much effort trying not to think of
her father. But as her handing over the missing person announcement to the
narrator shows, she could not really bury his memory.
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In this final meeting with the narrator, they arrive at the entrance to her
apartment house, and she unexpectedly shows her sense of caring for him. She
does this with a bodily gesture: “She raised her arm gently and ran the tips of
her fingers over my temple and cheek, as if she was for one last time seeking a
contact.” But as the narrator might begin to absorb this act of affection, “she
lowered her arm and the gate closed behind her.” This sequence leads him to a
grim conclusion: “That arm suddenly falling and the clank of the gate
shutting made me understand that from one moment to another one can lose
heart.” There is a sense of finality in his words, but moving as this episode is for
me as a reader, I know by now that there is nothing final about it. A quarter of
a century later, he sets out to find traces of Ingrid in the streets of Paris.
The war, and the Holocaust, are never really gone from the narrative. After
their first meeting and some time after beginning a sexual relationship, Rigaud
and Ingrid knew that they must get out of Paris. There are some disgusting
scenes in which a vulture-like businessman (and some helpers) come in and
take away all the furniture and furnishings in Rigaud’s inherited luxury
dwelling. He pays them only a fraction of their value. The building itself has
been “sequestrated” and will soon be sold. This is because its owner (who has
fled) is a Jew. Rigaud and Ingrid hide in another part of the flat while this depossession is going on. They can use the money to pay their way in the south of
France where they will pretend to “honeymoon.”
The relationship of Rigaud and Ingrid was genuine but it had a context of
being war-forced. Years later, when the narrator meets them, they seem very
well suited, and look like they are happy. But even though there is no
statement, it feels to me that the war experience is still within them. Guided by
my curiosity, I came to understand a game they played, all three of them, to
keep very still in the darkness while some late partying bathers passed near
them. It was a re-working of their having hid out, on the south coast of France,
successfully, when on the run. The narrator has no inkling of why they are
going through this, but it is one more way in which they draw him into their
intimate world. The thought occurs to me: maybe they wanted in some way to
adopt him
The artificiality of the couple’s union finally must have surfaced and driven
them apart. Ingrid, faced with the thought of her father’s death, might have
become depressed. Or, the marriage fell apart like other relationships, in any
of the ways we might imagine.
The narrator, in his momentous encounter with them, is trying to believe in
something idealized, a relation too good to be real. He needs utterly to believe.
The third-person omniscient narration, of the two long sections set during the
war, allows this idealization to be undermined, and without the narrator
having to admit it. But the first-person account of his meeting them survives.
It glows with its enactment of “protection,” It is too strong an experience for
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him to be destroyed by his later conclusion that, far from being a solid, happy
couple, Ingrid and Rigaud must have known that they were nearing “the end
of the road.”
His “notes,” incomplete as they must remain, have given him enough
information to threaten to spoil the ideal in which he needs to believe. He
learns that after Ingrid and Rigaud had lived together in France, she had left
him, and had made her trip to America. The circumstances of her departure
are not clear—probably the narrator does not want them to be—but they are
not pretty: she had been introduced to an American film producer by a man
going by the name “Alexandre d’Arc, an old Frenchman from Hollywood,”
This man’s was to accompany the producer and “and seeing that he met with
what in those days they called young persons…” The ellipsis, in Modiano’s
text here, seems to insinuate that not everything is being stated. In America,
this producer “wanted her to be an extra in a few unimportant films.” Rigaud
had come over and joined her, and “she had abandoned the producer, and the
cinema.” She again separated from Rigaud, who had returned to France.
After further years in America, “about which I knew nothing,” Ingrid had
returned to France and still later resumed her relationship with Rigaud. All
this had occurred before the narrator met the couple on the road and had his
great experience of being protected, nurtured, and even loved by them. The
“notes” lead almost up to that point: “were coming to the time when I met
them on the Saint-Raphael road.” Plainly, the relationship of Ingrid and
Rigaud had been troubled; it had had its damaging and repairing phases. But
the narrator’s inconclusive telling of his unwelcome findings in his notes
cannot erase what is the strong (false) impression of a couple who had always
been getting along perfectly when he came upon them. As a reader, I see the
falsity, and no doubt the narrator has become aware of it, but he doesn’t want
to admit it.
But he tells more about his “notes”: he found out somehow that this
“Alexandre d’Arc” was “a pimp by profession,” and had torn up the page about
this man, a decade before going on his anonymous journey. He did this after
also tearing up into “tiny pieces” a photograph of the producer. That picture
was of the producer hanging from a trapeze, stripped to the waist, at some
“gala evening in a Florida casino.” The narrator judges: “The man was trying
to prove to a woman who could have been his daughter that you can possess
eternal youth.” “When she told me this anecdote, Ingrid laughed just as
hard as I did, until tears came into her eyes.” Perhaps “she was thinking of all
the time she had wasted in futile evenings like that one.” The grotesque
appearance of the producer also reminded the narrator “of distant childhood
memories.” I can only guess that these memories were of his neglectful father.
This, I suppose, would give him all the more reason to destroy the picture. Yet
after tearing up the two pictures, one of the producer and one of the man he
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designates as a pimp, the narrator has “a twinge of remorse”: maybe his
obligations as a biographer would not have allowed him to do such a thing.
Maybe a biographer should include every fact –-presumably even those that
give him bring him fear of nearly losing Ingrid to that producer by way of the
acts of a pimp. Or, of risking the transformation of her ideal quality into
shame.
Yet further, he thinks that maybe it is good to purge a life record of “all its
useless and decorative elements.” Such a purgation would leave only “the
essential: the blanks, the silences and the pauses.” In other words, he could
clear up her life by deleting all of its substance.
Years after meeting the couple, he happens to meet Ingrid. She now is plainly
unhappy. This is the meeting when she barks an answer to him when he asks
where her husband is: “Abroad.” She and the narrator have their dinner. After
some years, he learns that he has just missed meeting her one more time before
her suicide.
The narrator must have put an infinite expenditure of psychic effort into
preserving within himself the union of Ingrid and Rigaud. Eventually he
finds that the thing he has so labored on does not exist. Circling through the
hotels is as much a route mourning as it appears to be a waste. Once I grasped
this, the narrator’s wanderings took on a great deal of meaning.
The novel ends. The narrator imagines that the story ends for himself and
Ingrid. “One day this sense of emptiness and remorse submerges you. Then,
like a tide, it ebbs and disappears. But in the end it returns in force, and she
couldn’t shake it off. Nor could I.” If this were all a matter of “emptiness,”
then he still would be a man who was not “there.” You can assume he is going
to follow Ingrid into suicide. That’s the obvious inference.
But “remorse” is different. It is a deep feeling of the self. To the extent that he
feels it, he is “there,” all right. Yet he may not survive for long.
HONEYMOON is no honeymoon. It is a slowly developing, deeply affecting
experience of one man’s life, in a country that had once been overrun by a war.
It was a war full of hatred for Jews. Ingrid and Rigaud are in this story, and after
dozens of narrative splices by the narrator, their story becomes a whole novel,
necessarily cut in the telling, but folded into the larger novel of Honeymoon.
They are not portrayed as the central interest: they are there as the narrator’s
profound and never fulfilled need. This man may be nowhere but he once
knew he had been somewhere, once when he was taken into a long moment of
complete “protection.”
The sense of having protection is one that occurs in several contexts in this
novel. There is, for example, the narrator’s fantasy of letting himself be inside
the Paris zoo after the gates are locked, and staying overnight. The animals are
protected there, and he could imagine himself joining them. Early in the
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novel, he tells how he used to be attracted to older, beautiful Danish women
back when he married Annette, and “I was grateful for their tender
protection.” His marriage to Annette took place within a year of meeting
Rigaud and Ingrid. This marriage may have served as an attempted growth
stage for him. Actually, she was not “older,” but his own age. He does not
realize that he classifies her as older, but the error speaks to some need in him.
He could be grown up now, and obtain some imaginary protection given by
his wife. He did not know he needed to try to meet again with Ingrid and
Rigaud. Eventually his marriage turned out, I suggest, to be only a faint
substitute for the kind of protection he feels he really needs. Protection is a
major metaphor in Honeymoon, and it, along with another theme, escape,
have not been noticed by those who believe of Modiano’s novels are all alike.
“He is perhaps the most repetitive novelist in world literature,” declares one
critic. (Adam Thirwell, “Suspended Sentences by Patrick Modiano,” The
Guardian Nov. 19, 2014). This critic also says “All his novels resemble crime
stories.” But does Honeymoon? If so, how?
The protection the narrator received turned out to be an illusion, not only
when it came from his wife but even from Rigaud and Ingrid.
As the novel ends, and as I complete a second reading and a third, I am often
still surprised when I turn a page and find a new bit of the story suddenly
facing me. The apparent disorder of this narrative eventually takes on an
organic order of its own. I find that the story is one of a suffering that is only
deferred from being felt. The suffering finally becomes palpable.
Jean, the narrator, has told Smidane that the reason he can’t as yet come back
to Annette is that he has to complete his “memoirs.” These memoirs are what
he calls his “notes” for a biography of Ingrid. But they may be considered his
own biography as well. These memoirs are the whole novel that has been
offered to us as Honeymoon. When given close attention by a reader, it is an
experience that can be felt and taken in and valued. That is a sufficient claim to
make for this novel. We have to remember the narrator’s profoundly worded
comment, when Ingrid tells him some of what she has gone through: it can
happen “that one evening, because of someone’s attentive gaze, you feel a need
to communicate to him not your experience, but quite simply some of the
various details connected by an invisible thread, a thread which is in danger of
breaking and which is called the course of a life.” (Honeymoon, page 88, my
italics). This seems to be not only the narrator’s view. It must speak for
Modiano’s own commitment as a novelist.
•••
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